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INTRODUCTION 

,India's Integrated Guided Missile 

progr~amme has elicited increasing attention in 

the last decade. It is a technological development 

that has become a cayse of celebre in both the 

national arid Inter~national arena. The present 

study attempt.S - · to assess the percept ions of the 

domestic and external observers of the development 

of the missile technology in India. In India, 

growth of scientific and technological manpower 

and technological base relevant for development 

necessiated national consiousness for advanced 

Defence programme. The setting up of Integrated 

Guided missile programme in 1983/ led to 

qualitative changes ,in the Indian Nt..tc 1 eat~ 

pt~ogramme. The literature on the topic· indicates 

that the Indian Missile programme originated from 

considerations pf self-reliance, secur~i ty, 

economic calculations, pragmatism and 

The relatively speedy and successful development 

of the capacity to master missile technology can 

be seen as unforeseen effects of embargo policie~:; 
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adopted by the major powers therefore justifying 

the demand for indegenous defence technology. 

The successful test-firing of a family 

of missiles has come to assume a weight and 

political significance in the Indian nuclear 

clearly d ispr~oport ionate to its 

·technical content. The launch of the IRBM AGNI to 

a "Triumphant splashdown" in the Bay of Bengal was 

something of a watershed. In terms of media 

coverage and ~ublic attention the ,sensation of 

the incident comfortably outstripped the Pokhr~an 

e>:plosion of 1974. Taken together the two events 

have irrevocably shifted the perspecti-ye of· the 
'· 

nuclear debate in India. While the degr~e of its 

success has been from the start, a matter of SOffit:;> 

disagreement among the two constituencies at home'? 

and abroad, yet there is no doubt that the event 

ct~eated t~ipples in both the nationc-:1 and 

international arena. At home the Euphoria created 

by the launch of IRBM 0GNI has subsided, the event 

seems to have gone into history and, j n some 

quarters, into Nostalgia. The t'esu 1 t of 

2 



public opinion polls and advocacy in non-official 

media suggest that the sentiment in favout' 

nuclear achievement waxes and 

the International arena the 

does not wanea 

repercussions 

ot' 

In 

of 

'AGNI' have not subsided as indirectly evedent 

connection ft'Om the imposition of super 301 by 

the US, immediately after the launch. 

/The issues taken up in this study are 

very specific and of immediate significance to 

developing 

programmes. 

nations with Ballistic Missile 

the 

that has 

In a very real sense 

surrounded the Indian guided Miss i 1 E~ 

pt'ogramme over the past decade, as e>:pressed in 

the threat to break down collaborative relations, 

is the debate on the meaning of independence and 

self t'e 1 i ance in the nuc 1 eat~ field, fat~ a 

developing countr.y, which is subject to 

d i sc t~ imina t ion in the international at'ena 

Essentially the issues raised in this concern the 

advantages and the problems of a developing nation 

attempting towards national self r~e1 iance, in 

the face of external attempts to 

3 



discourage and block its missile programme. 

Inspite of difficulties in the Initial 

phase, the Defence Reseat~ch and Development 

Organisation continued its endeavour for achieving 

self reliance in the critical Defence technologies 

especially Missile systems. The successful flight 

test of the 'Technology Demonstrator AGNI on May 

22, 1989, the fourth successful flight test of 

.. 
surface to surface tactical battlefield . FRITHVI' 

on 5 July 1991, the successful flight test of 

sut'f ace to ait~ missile 'AKA"""'sH' and anti tank 
" 

missile 'NAG' on August 14, 1990 and November 29, 

1990 t~esp ec t i -.,~e 1 y wet~e milestones in India's 

guided Missile programme. 

;1'he of is to 

examine the motivations which laid the foundations 

of the guided missile progt~amme and the 

pet-·cep t ions of other nations towards the succes~-

of the p t~o j ec t . It also deals specifically 

the National perceptions o~ the decision 

a profound effect upon the entire 
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national life. 

The methodology adopted in this study is 

h istot'ical 

approach 

and 

has 

comparative. 

pt'OVided the 

The 

means 

international response towards the 

IRBM Agni has been differentiated 

the type of state involved. 

comparative 

by which 

launching 

accot'd ing 

of 

to 

This study has been broadly divided into 

5 The first chapter deals with the 

t'ationale behind the development of the Guided 

missile programme. The reasons cited include the 

need to counter' the Regional t'ival Pakistan,' the 

e~<tra-Regional 

intet-·vent ion i st 

power China, to avert Sup e t'p 01.-·4e r 

Region, 

military 

to 

tactics 

compensate 

capabilities, 

in the Indian Ocean 

for specific lacuna in 

cost ef feet i ··.teness, 

economic spinoffs and National prestige. 

Chaptet~ I I focusses on the Non--

Prol i fet··at ion Regime and the pet'ceptional 

dichotomy between the 'haves' and the 'have nots' 

5 



dichotomy 

about the purpose of the Regime. This 

of perceptions reflects the unequal 

nature of the present international system and the 

failure of the Non-proliferation Regime to 

influence India which strongly advocates that both 

and vertical proliferation horizontal 

checked. The nuclear control efforts 

should 

like 

be 

the 

·Non-proliferation Treaty and the Missile 

Technology control Regime have evolved away from 

the concern over the development of nuclear 

weapons, by t~e developed world, to concern over 

the spread of nuclear weapons to the developing 

nations. The Developed States fear the emergence 

of new Centres of power that would complicate 

the it~ calculations and the pt-·esent 

international heirarchy. 

Chaptet~ · I I I attempts to pot~t r·ay t.he 

events leading to the foundation of the Indian 

Guided Missile programme. I t h i s to t~ i c a 1 1 y trace!:; 

the growth of Indian Space programme culminating 

in the development of the Sophisticated Guided 

Missile This chapter brings out the 

6 



technical differences between the various types of 

missiles produced by the DRDL in Hyderabad. 

The fourth chapter provides the heart of 

the thesis. I have attempted to situate in a 

bt'Oader~ context some of the recent concet'ns and 

the responses that have been expt~essed in 

literature on Guided Missile technology in India 

Special emphasis has been placed as the 

contrasting approaches between the Defence 

who suppot'ted experts, the politicians in power 

the Integrated Guided Missile programme, the 

common masses 

science and 

who applauded the advance 

technology along with 

in our 

economic 

planners, and the members of opposition, who 

highly sceptical about the escalating costs. 

were 

The 

developmental 

p t~og t~amme by 

second part examines the 

implications of the Indian 

specially foucssing on 

politico--

t1issi le 

peoples 

resistance movement in Baliapal against the 

setting up of the National Test Range in 

- Bhograi. This part examines the vital 

7 
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of 'Guns or Butter· in the context of the peoples 

movement in Baliapal. It vividly illustrates 

of the people against displacement 

the 

and 

dislocation of their land and how the struggle 

gets embroiled into a partisan political issue. 

It also focuses on the National perceptions of the 

different political parties towards the National 

Test Range and the Missile programme. 

The issues that have been 

Chapter V are multidimensional and deal with 

international repercussions of the AGNI test. 

in 

the 

The 

discrepancies between the perceptions of Soviet 

Union 

in 

and United States of America, are anchored 

differing outlooks, self-interests, 

institutional 

geopolitical 

structut~es and 

judging 

positions in 

the 

t'esponse from the Soviet union and Westet~n 

reaction to India crossing the Intermediate 

Ballistic Missile Threshold. 

the 

over-· 

Range• 

Guided 

The development of 

Missile Technology, 

the sophisticated 

its assessment, 
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diffusion and t~am if i cation fat~ technological 

d7velopment and its effects on National and 

International arena have been the main concerns of 

the present investigation. Apart this 

centt~al concern this research also attempts to 

the issue of the discriminatory tactics 

adopted by the US in collaboration with some 

nations, in fot~mulating intet~nat ional nuclear 

l avJs, particularly to thwart the development of 

missile technologies in the developing world. 

9 



CHAPTER -I. 

THE RATIONALE BEHIND GUIDED MISSILE PROGRAMME 

The proliferation of Ballistic missiles 

capabilities have introduced a dynamics in third 

world security equations, and have significantly 

altered the relationship between the suppliers of 

advanced 

who ar~e 

systems. 

at~ms 

technologies and the developin~ nations 

Missiles also developing ballistic 

In the emerging post-cold wat~ global 

the majot~ third wot~ 1 d ac tor-·s are 

pursuing advanced weapons technologies not only to 

obtain sufficient levels of Deterrence but also to 

develop 

p t~esen t 

gr~ea tet~ 

chap tet-· 

levels of self t~el iance. The 

is a study specifically on the 

technological environment that India is likely to 

face in the 21st and the compulsion 

imposed on India to carry out its modet~n i sat ion 

Defence strategy to be effective has to 

be ~·---e l e-.. . .:~arr t to the m i 1 i t c-1 t~ ·>' aper-·at~onal 

10 



environment and cannot be constructed on abstract 

absolutism. 

dimension, 

amalgam of 

Besides this 

it must have an 

e;.-:ternal 

internal 

doctorine technology 

Technological change is 

relational 

hat~mon ious 

and force 

a s t rLic ture. 

conditions of the modern world. Technology and 

its favourable march forward has had a profound 

impact in shaping the defence policy and also the 

most impot~tant factor in creating ct~uc ial 

asymmetries between the developed and developing 

operational WOt'ld. The Technological and 

environment we are likely to face and contend must 

be viewed in this case which would also provide a 

t~at ionale for thg p~rsual of the guided missile 

p rag t'amme. 

Nuclear ~eapons may be desired by virtue 

of its security benefits. and Simone>~ 

defined national security as "Creation of National 

and International political conditions favourable 

to the protection and extension of vital values 

11 



against e>~isting or potential adversaries. ,.l 

Economics is nearly always invoked as a 

p rimat'Y 

programme. 

justification fat' nuclear 

The final objective of 

is to evolve a credible cost 

weapons 

defence 

effective planners 

defence 

Secut'i ty 

strategy for India. At the early stages 

objectives alone are both necessary and 

sufficient to justify a nuclear programme. But as 

it grows as nuclear programme must gather economic 

justification. 

In the present world system the security 

interests of the developing countries are 

detet'm i ned by many factors. In the 1 i tet'atures, 

the basic sources of insecurity of the countries 

is often limited to the conseql..tences of 

underdevelopment and dependence in pt'ac t ice 

1 . Sirna i, "Dimensions and Levels Mihaly, 

Secur'i t.y in the International System of 

of 

the 

80's and Beyond", Die'···e l opmen t Peace 1 

Volume 8, CAutumn 1981>, p.5. 

12 



ho~Jever~, a number~ of other factors play a 

substantial role, the tet~ri torial disputes 

stemming from the arb i tr~ary colonial 

bot~ders, internal conflicts, destabilising 

policies of external power's covert or open 

military operations. The spatial proliferation of 

nuclear weapons makes regional issues global and 

vice versa. Indian security planners therefore, 

have to take account of global as well as regional 

nuclear threats while formulating the 

'? 
strategy.~. 

The 

India, lie 

roots of the predicament 

in the grave threat 

nuc leat~ 

facing 

ou-t of 

phenomenal spread of nuclear weapons vertically 

horizontally and spatially, India is already 

surrounded on all sides by missiles pow~r engaged 

in continuous prol~feration of Ballistic missiles. 

Indian security planners cannot afford to be 

2. F:avi Shastr~i, "Nuclear~ issues and Secut~ity of 

States" Strategic Analysis <February 1989). 

page 1275 
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complacent to this fact. The foreign policy of 

this country especially its strategic and security 

dimensions has to be conditioned by its 

geopolitical~ geostrategic environment~ by 

domestic factors and by the dynamics of the 

international system. 

India is faced with nuclear weapon and 

missile powers to the North. South and the 

potential missile threat in the west. Although a 

soat~ing ideali,st and an ag.-nostic humanist Nehru 

attempted to construct free India's foreign policy 

on the Mandala doctorine of l<autilya based on 

geopolitical assumption that, the immepiate 

neighbour state is treated as the potential enemy 

and 
OUt' 

the next state to the immediate neighbour as 
friend. Pakistan and China therefore, have 

become the central issue of Indian Security 

"""!" 

pol icy.·-· 

3. Stephen Philip Cohen, The Security of South 

Asia -Amet~ican and Asian Perspectives'-, 

<New Delhi: Vistaar Publications, 1988) p.120. 
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The relation between India and pakistan 

is of conflicting identities and generational 

continuity major wars have been fought between the 

two nations in 1965 and in 1971 over a whole range 

of contentions issues. The accession of Kashmir to 

India at the time of partition has never~ been 

accepted by Pakistan. A r~lated irritant soaring 

Indo-Pakistan r~e lat ion is the an-going low 

intensity war in the Siachen glacier region. More 

in the present decade Pakistan's covet~ 

assistance to Sikh secessionists and 

movements in Punjab by providing safe havens fat~ 

arms and ammunitions. 

India has an edge aver Pakistan in 

and ~h· naval fleet capable of causing 

damage to pakistan's fledging Navy. Ho~rJever this 

Nebulous edge has been offset by Pakistan's 

acquisition of to 

missile capability. 

Pakistan initiated its missile 

development programme in 1987~ On Apri 1 1988 

15 



it launched a ballistic missile produced by Soviet 

union which was claimed to be capable of reaching 

Delhi and Bombay that is a range in exce~s of BOO 
h~s t.eeYL 

km. The missile·
1
\developed appat~ently v.1ith 

assistance from China and Federal RepLtb l i c of 

Germany. Pakistan also tested its Haft-1<80 KM> 

and Haft-II which is based on the Chinese version 

of Scud B design and can be developed to 

ranges of 600 - 1000 Km~ China, US and NATO allies 

have contributed to grant accretion to Pakistan 

Ballistic Miss,i le programme knowing fully well 

that its clandestine acquisition of strategic 

materials point only in one direction. 

The Pakistani ~rmed forces operate as US 

supplied missile system~ which include advanced 

TOW and anti-tank missile, Harpoon,, Anti-ship 

missiles, stinger SAM's , Sidle-winter AAM, and 

Exocit ASM and many others. When Pakistan's 

Jag j it Singh, "The Strategic Deterrent 

Option", Stt-·ateq ic Analysis ( Sep tembnet~ 

1989). page 588. 
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defences at~gumented '-"Ji th sLa~ve 11 i ance, 

AWACS, AEWS then India's need fat~ 

advanced missile capabilities would 
5 

inct~ease. 

The Chinese threat to Indian 

must in the minds of Indian 

Security planners. India has 4050 Km border with 

China. Since precolonial times and often 

Br~itain colonised India various bound at~ i es have 

been demarcated between India and China leaving 

the two giants as the inheritors of vast tracts of 

disputed land. The rape of Tibet by China in the 

50s~ Dalai Lama's flight to India in Mat'ch 

1959, the clash between China and Indian forces in 

1962 remains afresh in Indian minds. 6 

6. 

Ravi Shastr~i 7 "Mot'e Indian Made Missiles", 

Deccan Herald, (18 February, 1989). 

Mathew Thomas, Indian 

July 1989), page 33. 
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The Chinese nuclear forces has undergone 

a substantial expansion ~ince mid 60's. Chinese 

now deploy a t r~ i ad of land based ballistic 

missileS a bomber force and second stt~ ike SLBM 

for~ce. While the Chinese ICBM's 

targetted at US and IRBM's and MRBM's targetted at 

Soviet union the fact remains that medium t~ange 

Ballistic missiles can be easily re-tat~get ted at 

India. Major Indian targets would also be ~"'IIi thin 

the striking range of Chinese ICBM base at Lop nov 

in Xianjiang pt~ov i nee. The at 1 at~ge 

t~ecogn i ses Chinese nuclear~ and missile 

capab i 1 it ies .• China makes 21 different types of 

missiles, 12 of them guided, from simple 

r~ange v-Jeapons to i n t e r~ c on t i n en t a 1 ballistic 

missiles lrJ it h multiple independently 

r- een t r-~y vehicles. There is little in 

C. h i n a · s dec 1 :::u-· a t i on that she w i l 1 not b f~ the f i t~-=; t 

7 

to use nuclear weapons • J 

1 n ~--.iar~. 

7. Sa tyab t~a t a Rai Chowdhari. "Missiles t~ace in 

the Wo r~ 1 d" , Fe 3. t u r~e, 

10,1990), page 0825. 

18 



The c~ose cooperation between China and 

Pakistan pose a major military threat to India. 

The Sino-Soviet rapproachment may prove a turning 

point in India's perception of security. Needless 

to say that Soviet union would cease to sponser 

India in so far it undermines the Chinese 

interests and at some stage might go beyond the 

posture of neutrality in the Sino-Indian rivalry. 

will be 

China's attitude to India in the 
~o co~r~ ~~~i~ 

a major factor to progress 
~ 

her 

1990's 

missile 

technology to match China's ICBM capability 

India's research and development in nuclear 

submarine field is meant to in the distant future 

to acquire~SLBM capability. On the face of it, 

therefore, India 1n t~e forseeable future cannot 

match ChiMa's mi~itary missile and decide the 

issue of boundary adjustment and return of 

illegally occupied territory by force. Diplomatic 

initiatives backed by deterrent military 

capability 1s possibly ~n answer. 

19 



The end of second cold wat~ and the· 

beginning of what could be termed as second 

Detente, is the single most important event in 

intet~nat ional politics which throws a different 

of challenge to India's secut~i ty pt~ob lem. 

President Mikhail Gorbachev has thrown a 

challenge to the westet~n industrialised states 

with the peace offensive. Gorbachev has 

challenged the concept of balance of and 

instead advocated the concept of balance of 

to meet the of the 

interdependent world. 

The theory of intet~national 

politics is based on the concept of domination and 

e:<ploitation of newly liberated countt~ies. The 

Indian a.nd the US in contradiction 

bec2.use the assertion of national sovereignty by 

the formerhnot acceptable to the latter. India 

I . 
G c c t..l p 1 e s a very strategic position in Asia. The 

US has not only armed Indian r.e i ghbout~s, but has 

20 



I 

1-

also estab 1 ished military bases there. The us 

policy was to involve India in an arms r~ace and 

thus e>:et'c ise a continuous on Indian 

secut' i ty as well as the process of development. 

The security environment of India in the 1990's 

will continue to be threatened by the us/ through 

the client state of Pakistan.
8 

The Sup e t~p owe rs find it in thei t~ 

to keep the developing countries in a 

state of tension and create various problems fat~ 

them and acquire influence over them. The arms 

race among the industrialised world is not likely 

to result in wars in that part of the wor~ld. but 

lead to proxy and interventionist in the 

developing wot~ 1 d. For the Developed wot~ 1 d the 

ar~ms 

8. 

is only an expression of conflictual 

C. P. Bh amb r~ i. " US v i e t.-J of I n d i a ' s Sec u t~ i t y 

Glaring Contr~adictions", ed., Rakesh 

Indian's secut-· i ty p t'ob 1 ems in the 

<New Delhi: Patt~iot Publ ishet's, 1989>, 

109-11. 
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t~e l at i onsh i p between two power b lacS,~ but in the 

developing world it gets transformed into specific 

secut~i ty pt~ob lem5 for the lattet~. The conflictual 

t~e lations in the developed world in 

various non-military threats but in the developing 

the countries face'actual physical threats 

of either limited war or full occupation. 9 

The US has demonstrated the use of force 

without war on 259 occasions, and the Soviet union 

on 167 occas.i ons, in the developing 

Coer~c i ve diplomacy is e>:et~c i sed in many waysj 

Firstly 1the demonstration of military force near a 

tat'get count r~y. The second category of the use of 

coercive dkplomac_y at~e, selective arms tr~ansfer 

policies, to apply on a pat~ticular 

country to make it as are 

t t~ an s f e t' r~ e d 
10 to the neighbouring states. 

9. I<. Sub t'ahmanyam, · India's Secut~ i iY. 
F'et~spE~c t i ves, <New De 1 hi, ABC Publishing 
House. 1982)~ Page.29. 

1 0. K. Sub i·'ahman yan, India The l'·ktc 1 e .. :::<.r 

ChcG._l enge; (New Delhi: Lancer 

publicat1on, !986}, p.67. 
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The supet~ powet~ pt~esence and the 

deployment of naval systems in and at~ound the 

Indian Ocean poses a ma Jot~ secut~i ty th t~ea t to 

India. The secut~ i ty of this region is of 

paramount importance as the Oceanic routes across~ 

cart~y the bulk of India's If 

these routes come under the control of countries 

not friendly to India this would not only threaten 

. - d - t b t h - d d 11 
net~ econom1c. e·-,,re!opmen , u et-· 1n epen ence. 

The US armada with nuclear weapons make 

port calls in the region from south Pacific to the 

Pet-·si an Gulf. The US has s:,et up bases in the 

for-- Militar·ist, nuc l eat~ 

initiati·v'e pur-·poses Diego Ga.t··'c i a. The 

ccnduct nuclear test in the region. The F t~ench 

tee:. keep thE Indian 

t-·;::··~ ion its being Di jbou t i and 

1 1 .. Pt~c:\dyot Sec:ut~ i t:v 

the 

S t t' a t e g i c: Analysis, 

1989>, Pa9e 648. 
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Recut~ ian. The Soviet Navy too maintains around 25 

ship force in the Indian Ocean. The US has both a 

conventional and pet'haps a strategic nuclear 

inter~est 

objectives 

in the Indian Ocean region. 

include to protect US interest in 

Its 

the 

Persian gulf, employ threaten force in support of 

US diplomatic objectives in the middle east, 

inter~vene in .support of their objectives in the 

Littot~a.l. 

The ~oviet Union competes with the us 

for influence in the third world. The influence is 

sought to be exercised through naval 

arms transfers, some limited 

deployments, 

though 

significant economic and the positioning 

Chinese powered submarines with armed SLBM's 

not. 

of 

in 

the Indian Ocean,., the sanctioning of nuclear 

power~ed submarines by the US to Pakistan and the 

low Soviet presence to counter the Americans are 

some of the immediate maritime threats to India. 

An authoritative report entitled 

"Disc t~ imina te Deterrence" published in the US as 

24 



cal-led fat~ the argumentation of us missile 

capabilities in the Asia Pacific threatre with the 

specific goal of facilitating military 

intervention in the region. The US department of 

defence recently called fat~ long 
,, 1/ 

range smart 

missiles to be integrated into its naval systems. 

The excaberation of super power rivalries in the 

Indian Ocean could prejudice India's security in 

unpredictable but dangerous way. 

According to Aristotle 1 a government is 

created to preserve mere life but it is maintained 

to pr~omote good life. Once the stability 

pt~er~equisi te of to economic development. is-

maintained government can devote their attention 

to good life often identified with income growth 

and industiralisation. 

NL\C 1 ear policies flow from dynamic 

inter~action between political and economic 

considerations. In the south, economic objectives 

upon b r~oad consensus and everyone wants 

national income to grow. Political objectives are 

25 



fat~ sectarian. Policies emerge through 

conflict and compromise. Sometime they reflect 

the wishes of the President or PM at or times 

bureaucrats frustrate leadershipS intensions. A 

popul at' mode of thought kno~->Jn as but~eauc rat i c 

decision-making model rejects the notion that the 

policies rept~esent the considered outcome of a 

rational pt'ocess, where policies as a 

considered choice of the optional solution on any 

various alternati~es. 

This model of decision-making does not 

generally apply to a developing countriek nuclear 

pol icy whet~e 
/ 

legislatures play a nominal t:'O 1 e .. 

Pub 1 ic support is encouraged and dissent avoided 

but the popular involvement in decision is even 

more sporadic and peripherial. Politic.:\! systems 

in the developing ~arid/feature strong e:<ecu t i ves 

whose support is indispensible for development of 

technology as extensive and complex a~- missile. 

technology. In India's case a coalition of 

scientists, and bureauct~ats have put 

pressure on the successive governments to go ahead 
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with the missile programme. All Indian leaders 

since Nehru, have resisted the next step but have 

moved down the nuclear path, in the 

absence 

the it' 

of a good reasons to freeze or 

nuc 1 ear-- Since Lal 

dismantle 

Bahadur 

Shastri's term as PM this deferal of the go and no 

go decision while simultaneously allowing research 

and development to move ahead has acquired the 

label of option strategy. 

Dut' i ng Mrs.Gandhi's second period as 

Prime Minister the tendency in New Delhi was to 

emphasize 

Secut""-i ty 

India's status as a world powet'. 

and Military power, prestige, a'll 

tangible aspects of power were the pillars of het' 

strategy under the Veener of peace, coopet""·at ion 

and non-alignment. Security policy and · stt'ategy 

decision wet'e made in the Sect~etat'iat rather 

the ministry of external affairs. 12 

than 

Mrs.Gandhi reneged on the the Jawaharlal 

12. Stephen Philip, 6ohen, no.3, Page 42. 
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Nehru':s pledge of 1956 and sanctioned a Peaceful 

Nuc 1 eat~ Explosion in 1974~ in close proximity to 

Pakistan's borders. The Integrated guided missile 

programme was started during her reign.
13 

With the succession of Rajiv Gandhi as 

Pt~ime Minister in Novembet~ 1984, there was 

inevitably a change in style and The 

focus was more on regional and South Asian issues, 

in particular bilateral disputes with Pakistan and 

Sri lanka. The focus was and 

South Asian issues, in part i CLtl at~ bilc-tteral 

disputes with Pakistan and St~i lanka. This 
.. 

approach continued with the self identification of 

India in r~eg ion a 1 tet'rns as the 'Dom :i. nant ', 

'Par~amount ·,'Hegemonic· major~ povJet' in South Asia. 

The Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile AGNI wa~. 

launched dur~ i ng . . 14 
h1~ t'e1gn. 

The desire of the leadership has been to 

13. ibid~ no. 3. 

14. ibid, no.3, Page 43. 
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make the country one of the most advanced 

technical industrial countries in the world. The 

desire to instill the perception of recognition as 

a technically advanced country was in addition to 

and scientific consideration a driving 

force behind the 1974 explosion of 
If(\ 

a . I!Jeacefu 1 
If 

Nuc 1 eat~ explosion, the similar motivation that 

impelled the sstablishment of a space progt~amme 

and the simultaneous interest in the development 

of IRBM's. The May 1989 IRBM test by India 

demonstrates the technological capabilities and 

the potential of indegenous efforts and this 

demonstration, was the main aim of the test. The 

slow pace of growth in the attempt to develop 

aircraft was responsible for the development of 

the missile programme. Also precision guided 

nature of missiles has made their .use with 

conventional or chemical weapons a credible 

option. 

Industrialisation has come a long way in 

India since 1947. At the same time it is obvious 

that we are far from the national goal of self 
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in defence equipment and technology the 

issues become highly critical. The status of our 

capabilities today and the potential for future 

must be reviewed in the framework of some general 

considerations applicable to the developing 

countries 'in the threshold of Industrialisation. 

Jawahat~lal Nehru had rightly stated that no 

country can be truly independent; unless it is 

independent in the matte~ of defence equipments. 

There are two problems for self-reliance. First 

it is not easy to forecast the technological 

env i r~onmen t in a given time frame in future 

especially where potential adversaries may receive 

sophisticated high technology weapons from 

external sources. Secondly there is the perennial 

problem of technology obsolence. Therefot~e, the 

need to update technology is the rationa·le behind 

the production of guided missiles. Guided 

missiles unlike aircrafts are all weather weapons 

h th - ft 15 and they are c eaper an a1rcra s. 

10. Science Today (July,,1989) 
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In any case, total self reliance in 

defence technology may not be possible far 

as even the most of the developed nations 

claim that they have achieved such a 

India, 

cannot 

status. 

~owever, substituting major defence imports 

domestically produced hardware is what 

developing country like India aims at. 

with 

any 

of what 

defence. 

India has adopted a national 

in todays parlance is called 

stt~ategy 

defensive 

This ~trategy has been the guiding norm; 

since independence and finds evidence in realities 

of responding to rather than initiating action. 

Proliferation of Ballistic missiles throughout the 

wot~ l d r is a t~ea 1 i ty in ~""hi ch 

no longer have a monopoly. 

the developed nation 

This in envitably 

would lead to a multipolar world India's 

scenario would get much more fluid in 

secut~ i ty 

such a. 

mat ri }: . Till now India had to contend only with 

the threat, posed by Chinese ballistic missiles 

which cover the whole of the country, to this has 

been added the ballistic missiles capability of 

Pakistan. The superpower presence in the Indian 
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ocean and the excersise of coercive diplomacy 

provided an additi6nal impetus for India to take 

adequate steps to enable it to e>~erc ise its 

sovet~e i gn i ty. The political leadership in India 

have 

Sou tt-1 

sought 

Asia. 

to make India a dominant 

In the camp l e;.~ wot~ld 

power in 

of today 

mict-·ochips 

challenging 

and technological innovations are 

ethos and rennavation of political 

systemS of the third world nations. 

the twin problems of economic 

In 

and 

ot~det~ to 

military meet 

self reliance .India has no option but to pursue 

Missile with utmost vigour, its Integrated Guided 

Pt-·og t-·amme. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE NON PROLIFERATION REGIME AND INDIA 

India has strongly believed in the non-

p t'O l i fet'a t ion of nuc l eat' weapons, at'senals and 

fat' infrastructure. It has been an ardent champion 

Un i vet'sal 

approach 

D i sa r~mamen t. One of the fundamental 

to disarmament is to tackle the problems 

at philosophical and conceptual planes, 

attempts at legitimation of nuclear 

to negate 

weapons by 

changing the attitudes and pet'cep t ions, which 

conceive nuc lE~ar weapons as an instrument o1' 

n a t i on a 1 p o vJ e r . This approach would dovetail with 

Gorbachev · '=· vision of a world vJi thout nuc leal'' 

weapons. F't~ i ma facie, this unprovable 

system is that nuclear detet~rence alone 

p t~.eserved peace and stability in 

industt~ial ised world and embodies in 

belief 

·has 

thE:> 

thE? 

philosophy of proliferation. If the above dogma is 

to be accepted, then nuclear proliferation should 
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be good for all countries and that the nuclear 

cultists are inconsistent in their logic when they 

that nuclear deterrence has preserved peace in the 

traditional combustible Europe and that it would 

not be good for the developing world. 

The Indian policy to~rJards nuclear 

is a paradox to many. India has 

opposed nuclear weapons in principle and advocated 

both nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation. 

However~ India refuses to be a signatory to the 

NPT at~ any ver~sion of it in sub-regional ot~ 

bilateral form as the missile technology control 

India took the initiative in the United 

Nations to place the item of non prolifer~tion of 

nuc 1 eat~ weapons on the agenda of United Nations 

In 1965, India along with ~even other nations, 

submitted a joint memorandum towards achieving a 

solution to the problem of proliferation. The 

memot~andum called fat~ .... negotiation of an 

International based among others on the 
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following principles.
1 

The treaty should be devoid of any 

loopholes which might permit any nuclear and non-

nuc 1 eat~ to proliferate directly or 

indirectly, nuclear weapons in any forum. 

The treaty should embody an acceptable 

balance of mutual responsibilities and obligations 

on nuclear and non nuclear powers. 

The treaty should be a step towards the 

achievement of gener~a l and complete d i sat~mamen t 

and more particularly nuclear disarmament. 

The principles constituted the basis of 

the Resolution 2028(xx) adopted in November-· 19, 

1965, by the UN General Assembly with an 

whelming majority which included UK/USA and Soviet 

Union. 

1. Jasjit, Singh.,, "India's Nucleat' Policy: A 

F'et~spective", Stt~ategic analysis," Vol. XII, 

no.VII, <November· 1989) 1 Page 788e 
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Unfortunately instead of working on the 

basis of these agreed principles, the present NPT 

devoid of these principles was sponsored in 1968. 

India believed that the treaty was seriously 

flawed and did not really aim to bring about non 

pt~ol i ferat ion of nuclear weapons. India 

therefore, did not accede to the tt~eaty and 

continues with its position to date. 

The NPT which emerged in 1968 as an 

package of anti-proliferation strategy~ had a 

political incentives and technical disincentives~ 

to deny the developing nations access to essential 

nuclear technology needed for self reliant po.wer 

genet~ation. 

I pt~oh ib its the transfer of 

Nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices 

to _any state, whether a party to the treaty or 

not, whethet~ a nuclear ~rJeapon state not 

directly or indirectly through an alliance. 

Artie le-I I pt~oh ib its non nuc 1 eat~ 
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weapons signatories ft'Om manu f ac tut~ i ng or 

othet'wise acquit' i ng nuclear weapons Ot' devices 

including peaceful nuclear explosives. 

At' t i c 1 e- I I I obligates the non nuc 1 eat~ 

weapon parties to accept international safeguards 

as specified in a special arrangement with IAEA. 

At't ic le IV states that all parties to 

the treaty have the right to full exploitation of 

the use of Nuclear energy for peaceful purposes 

and obligates these pat"'t i es in a position to 

coopet~a te with othet' countries in developing 

nuclear technology~ 

At"'t ic le V obligates the Nuclear weapon 

to make available nuclear expl6sives for 

peaceful put'poses, non nuclear vJeapon parties 

under international supet--v is ion as low as 

possible, excluding any changes for research 

development 2 costs • 

.., 
L.o David. B. Devitt, Non 

Global Securit~ <Toronto: 
1987) P.204. 
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Explaining India's stand , the 
/ 

Indian 

Ambassador Azim Hussain made the following points 

at the 1567th meeting of the first committee of 

the United Nation$on May 4, 1968. 

( 1 ) The tt'eaty did not ensure the non 

prol i fet'at ion of nuc 1 ear ""Jeapons but only 

stopped the dissemination of weapon to non-

nuc 1 ear- weapons states without imposing any 

t'estrict ion on the continued manufacture, 

stockpiling and sophistication of nuc leat' 

weapons by the existing nuc leat' weapons 

states. 

The did not do away with the 

special status of superiority associated with 

power: and prestige confined on th~se powers 

which possessed nuclear weapons. 

( 3) The treaty did not provide for a balance 

of obligations and responsibilities 

the nuclear weapons states and non-nuclear 

weapons. states. 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

( 8) 

The treaty did not constitute a step 

step approach towards nuclear disarmament. 

by 

The treaty did not prohibit one nuc leat' 

weapons state from assisting another nuclear 

weapons state by providing technical aid. 

The long pet' i od of a quarter of a 

century provided in Article X of the treaty, 

would app~ar to endorse and legitimise the 

present state of affairs, and legalise if not 

encourage, an unrestricted vertical 

prolifet'ation by the pt'esent nucleat' we.apon 

powet'S. 

At't i c 1 e VI did not ct~eate a· judicial 

obligation in the cessation of 

nuclear arms race at an early date. 

The t t'ea ty imputed a false sense of 

security to the word. 
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(9) It was discrimin~tory in regarp. to the 

safeguards and control whichwere all imposed 

on non-nuclear weapons states. While all the 

obligations were imposed on the non-nuclear 

weapons states 7 the. nuclear states had not 

accepted any. 

( 10) The Security assut~ances to the non-· 

nuclear weapons states could not be a quid 

pro-quo for the acceptance of the tr'eaty. 

this must be obligatory for the nuclear 
~ 

states. ~' weapons 

The NPT is mainly designed as a 

political ins t t~umen t of the two 

divide the nations into nuclear haves and nuclear 

have nots. 

A non proliferation Regime which ignores 

the present proliferation and preoccupies itself 

with the prolifet~ation is natLwally 

3. ibid; Jasjit Singh, no.l, Page 789. 
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un r~ea 1 is tic, ineffective and unacceptable to 

nations including India, who want a NPT to create 

both horizontal and vertical proliferation. 

Obviously the NPT was to limit the 

prestigious nuclear club membership into 5 nuclear 

weapon powers and to perpetuate a discriminatory 

nuc 1 eat~ world order, for the benefit of nuclear 

haves. In this sense it reflects the realities of 

an international system which is dominated by 

nuclear weapons powers. The pentar~chy of the 

nuclear weapons powers under the NPT is a b i z:zare: 

nevi world of nuclear at~istocracy r--uling non-

nuclear serfdom .. 

The NPT legitimises all nuclear ~o-1eapons 

p t~oduced -'=:nd those to be p r~oduced in th12 fu tut"e by 

the nuc 1 ec..r~ Not only that the 

non-nuclear weapons states have no such rights but 

they have been denied the nuc 1 eat~ option. The 

nuclear weapon powers want the non-nuclear +' n =tv 1 ons 

t.o carry the NPT like an albatross to prove the i ~, 

nuclear innoc2nce. 
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The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty has 

not only legalised the military inequality between 

n'uc 1 eat~ and non nuclear weapons states but also 

formalised technical inequality. This is evident 

from the Article III, IV and V of the NPT. 

The discriminatory nature of the NPT is 

s t t~ i k i n g l y demonstt~a ted in Article I I I. The 

clause while it does not apply to the activities 

of the nuclear ~eapon powers, who really produce 

and stockpile nuclear weapons, is specially meant 

for non-nuclear weapon nations who are obliged to 

accept the International A-tomic Energy Agency 

safeguat~ds The one sided application of the 

safeguat~d clause to the activities of nuclear 

weapons powers from similar inspection is 
/ 

indeed 

the politics of the safeguard system of the 

India therefore, is opposed to the NPT and demands 

a non-discriminatory and un i vet~ sa 1 sa feguat~d s 

p t~ov is ion. 

The NPT was and remains a cultural 
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document extending into the international 

relations, the 1945 pattern of allocating 

t~ iqhts and responsibilities to wartime 

par~t icularly the United States, and the 

nuclear 

special 

allies, 

Soviet 

Union. It is not therefore, surprising, that the 

NPT aroused counter cul tur~a 1 and diplomatic 

opposition by secondary emerging powers wanting to 

exempt regional power politics from international 

pressures of superpowers. After India's nuclear~ 

test the NPT became an umbt~ella under~ which 

sLtpp 1 ier control were strengthened. By the mid 

1970s the orientation is that the NPT had shifted 

decisively towards of con t r~o 1 s and 

denial away from nuclear disarmament. 4 

In this context, the NPT has not only 

failed to unite proliferation of nuclea~ v,jeapons, 

bLtt it provided the legitimacy and facade behind 

which of nuc 1 eat~ 

weapons, at~senals and infrastructure has taken 

place After more than two decades, the retrograde 

4. ibid; David B Dewitt, no.2, P 204. 
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contribution of the NPT is fully evident 

especially as a Regime to legitimate proliferation 

of nuclear weapons and their proliferation albeit 

amongst some countries. A look at the developments 

relating to the proliferation of nuclear weapons 

in the last fifteen years would highlight the real 

of the treaty. The compat~a t i ve positions 

of United States and USSR in 1968, when the treaty 

was signed and in 1985 in respect of strategic 

launchers warhead~ and mega tonnage as follows. 

TABLE 
= I,_; 

-- ~-· ·- - 0 

ICBM's SLBM's BQMB<tli~ 
··~-

_:_;TdrAL. 

USA USSR USA USSR USA USSR USA USSR 

1968 1058 250 656 40 650 115 4500 850 

1985 1052 1500 664 1100 348 140 1300 1000 

Tr.-JO sponsot~s of the treaty have 

Table 1 ' See, t<. Sub t~ahmanyam, Nuc 1 eat~ 

Pt~ol i ferat ion and Intet~nat ional Secut~ i ty, ·· 

<New Delhi: Institute of Defense studies and 

analysis, 1986), Page 10. 
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multiplied the it' warheads by three times and 

twelve times respectively in a period of seventeen 

yeat~s. 

Thet'e are grave doubts about how fat' 

At'ticle 1, 

the tt~eaty. 

lists the 

has been respected by the sponsors of 

The nuclear weapons Data Handbook 

following nuclear weapons as 

allied users(l) Gene <Air 2A> air to air 

having 

r·ocket, 

( 2) B 28 Therm6nuclear bomb, ( 3) Honest John 

missile ( 4) Nike het~cules missiles, (5) B" 

atomic B-43 artillery fired 

Nuclear bomb, (7) 155 mini 

projectile, (6) 

at't i llet'Y fires atomic 

projectile, ( 8) Pershing tA missile, < 9) . B-61 

Thet'monuc 1 eat~ tactical bomb, ( 1 0) Lance 

These weapons are under the custodial control 

the United States and are meant to be "issued 

the NATO Allied Forces at the time of alert. 

Df all nuclear weapons states, the 

of 

to 

USA 

has been the most egregarious offender against 

this Regime. The US has adopted a f t-·equen t 1 y 

per~m iss i ve attitude towards two nuclear mavet' i c k 
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states Israel and Pakistan. This 

attitudes has followed both the states to reach or 

cross the threshold of nuclear weapons possession. 

It has had a significant ripple effect in 

the c t~ed i b i 1 it y of the NPT regime since other 

potential proliferators can point to US 1 a>~ness., 

and it has eroded the credibility of publicly 

stated US non proliferation commitments. 6 

The non·proliferation treaty in a 

was converted into a legitimiser of 

·weapons and proliferation by a 

number of nations in the world. 

limited 

Since the 

sense 

nLtclear 

nuclear 

was signed, the deployment of nucleat~ weapons" in 

and Japan have increased. Missiles of 

very short flight duration and high currency have 

been deployed. The nuclear weapons and n.uc lear 

war fighting infrastructure, particularly command, 

contr:·ol and communication facilities have 

6. Get~ a l d G Smith and Helen a Cobban, - "A 

eye nucleat~ pr:·ol iteration," Strategic 

spread 

Blind 

Digest 

Vol.XX, no.4, <April 1990>, PP.2185- 92. 
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out to 65 nations. 

Pt~ol i ferat ion of Ballistic Missile~ 

seems to have replaced nuclear proliferation, as 

the Chief concern of Western non 

establishment. The Arms control and Disarmament 

Agency in its annual publication "Wot~ld 

e~<pend i ture and Arms Transfer 1988," 

the concern over the spread of Ballistic 

Military 

highlights 

Missiles 

to the third WOt' ld. While the possession of 

Ballistic Missiles & its NATO allies, Japan~ China 

and Soviet Union is treated as the it~ legitimate 

prerogative, 16 countries are listed as ones whose 

endeavour's to acquire missile arsenals aggravate 

instability, Egypt, I st~a i 1, 

Saudi Syria, North Yemen, South 

Libiya, 

Yemen, 

India, North Korea, South Korea, Pakistan, Taiwan, 

Argentina and Brazil. 

The setting up of a seven nation Missile 

Technology control regime in April 16, 1987, came 

as no great surprise to many in the strategic 

community. In April 1987, when US, UK, France, 
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West Get'many, Canada and Japan had set up a 

missile technology control designed to 

pt~event 

ct~eate 

the export of technologies which would 

Missile systems capable of transporting a 

5000 Kg payload over more than 300 Kms. Pressure 

was also placed on all 

such technology not 

finished product. 7 

othet~ countries possessing 

to e~{port technology or 

The t~eason ing behind the choice of 

controls·was sound~ most advanced missile 

technologies being available in USSR and the seven 

Western Economic partners US,UK,Canada,Japan,West 

Germany, & Italy. The Missile Technology Cont~ol 

Regime consists of a basic policy statement, a set 

of guidelines to limit the conditions under which 

missile technologies may be t ransfet~·t~ed, an 

annexure listing tec~nol6gies to be controlled and 

7·. Magnus Clat'k, "Ballistic Missiles 

Third World and Proliferation of 

Defence Techno 1 ogy", At~ms Control 

no.-2, (Sep. 1989); Page 120. 
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an informal mechanism by which partners can share 

informations about potential transfers. 

The items controlled by the Missile 

Technology Control Regime can be divided into two 

ca tegot' i es. Category one items complete 

rocket systems and unmanned air vehicle capable of 

delivering a payload of 500 Kg more to a range of 

at least 300 Km. Category two contains, a long 

list of items including propulsion components, 

pt~opellant equipment, guidance component, fight 

control systems avionics, 8 computers and software • 

The missile technology control 

partners also agreed on some basic gt'ound 

for exp~rt control. First all transfer would be 

considet'ed on a case by case basis., two the 

governments should implement the guidelines 

through national legislation, and 

e>:port ing government would assume the 

8. K. Bailey, "Can missile be 
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responsibility for taking all steps necessary to 

end 

sole 

ensut~e that item was put only to its stated 

use. The decision to export would 

sovereign judgement of 

remain the 

and the individual 

govet~nment. 

The missile= technology control regime is 

a nuclear non proliferation tool. As it det~i ves 

from Jthe nuclear non-preliferation regime, it is 

specifically designed 'to control the transfer of 

equ~pment and technology that would contribute to 

nuclear capabaile missile'. As the MTCR guidelines 

written, a COL\ntry that doesnot have the 

capab i 1 i ty C>)t intent ion to possess nuclear w~r 

heads is a sutable recipient of missile 

technology. 

The Missile technology control regime is 

not a legally binding treaty. It relies upon the 

understanding among partners. 

The Missile technology 

does nothing to dampen the motivation 
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seeking Ballistic Missiles for military purposes. 

lhis is in stark contrast to the nuclear non-

proliferation treaties under which States proclaim 

their decisions to refrain from acquiring nuclear 

weapons. In contrast, the MTCR is imposed on 

those without missile technology, by those with 

~issile technology. 

The Arms control and Disarmament Agency 

report states with cynical "Self Righticiusness" 

the very presence of these weapons in the conflict 

prone Regions in the world aggravate instability. 

The potential for accidental launch take over of 

launch facilities by sub national groups or use of 

missileS to 

territorial 

the th i t~d 

intimidate neighbours or to put~sue 

ambitions 

world than 

missile states. 9 

9. K. Subrahmanyam ., 

compulsions for-~ 

is significantly higher in 

it is among traditional 

"Missiles ar-ound India 

self t~ e 1 i an c e " , 

India, <January 30, 1990) 
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In India, it was conceived as a 

hegemonistic instrument, an extension of NF'T to 

e>~clusive control over weapons of mass 

destruction. While India is for the elimination 

of Chemical and nuclear weapons but it feels that 

by international peace cannot be attained 

accepting unequal treaties 

Regimes perpetuating the 

and disc t~i minatory 

hegemony of certain 

p9wers over the rest of the world. 

Aftet~ arming themselves with accurate 

na.t ions ·long range missiles, the industrialised 

are attempting to disarm the unarmed, namely the 

nations and hence the sanctimonious developing 

pt~oposals 

t~eg i me. 

aboL~t the missile technology contt'ol 

In case of chemical and Biological 

weapons, the US agrees with the third world that 

must be bann-@d world-wide. But it insists they 

that 

the 

it cannot carry out its responsibilities to 

defence of the allies unless it has nuclear 

·weapons and Ballistic missiles. It opposes any 
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proposal for their world wide abilities. It pines 

its hope on the missile technology control 

which restt~icts exports of missile 

technologies and components to the third worlds 

far~ countering the worr i et~same phenomenon of 

purchase or indegenous development of missile by 

many countries of 
1() 

the.third world. -

One of the distinguishing features of 

non-proliferation as an arms control problem is 

the p resump t i o.n of a fundamental line of 

disc r~ i minat ion between those states that one 

allowed to retain nuclear weaponsand those who are 

asked to abjur~e them. The policies of supp).,ier 

nations cover~ a wide range of interests and 

concet~ns, political economic, commet~c i a 1, 

financial and technological. The evolution of 

nuc l eat·· export policies of supplier nations has 

been moulded by the tension between the alarm over 

10. T.V. Parasur~am, "Pr~ol i ferat ion of Ballistic 

missiles"~ PTI Featut~e, <Mar·ch 10, 1990) Page, 

PF-D694. 
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the dangers of nuclear proliferation on one hand 

and on the other the desire of supplier nations to 

economic 

1 1 
pt~oducts. 

return by exporting nuclear 

China and Soviet Union are outside the 

missile technology control regime and have been 

willing to make available ready made Ballistic 

missiles to their clients and allies to assist 

with semi-indigenous p rog t~amme. The USSF: has 

supp 1 ied scud B of 300 KM range and short range 
l ( } • 
Frog-7 alone to Libya, Syri.c:t, Iraq 

tl It 
and Fr·og · 7 

alone The Iranian Missiles ,, 
130 is of Chinese origin. Pakistani 

, .1' 

Haft-1 and 
\' /1 

~aft-II missiles are reported by Arms Control and 

Disarmament Agency to have been developed with the 

help of Chinese and Western Eut~opean countries. 

China is believed to be considering the sale of 

11 • J Mohet-·, "The Policies of supplier 

Nations" 
t ~ 

ed., in David 8 Dewett, Nuclear 

Pt~o l i fet~a t ion Global Secut~ i ty; 

(Toronto: Croom Helm Ltd., 1987>, P.85. 
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its new M-9 and M-11 Medium Range Ballistic 

missiles, which are more accurate and 

than the Soviet made scud used by Iraq, and has 

already sold a series of missiles technology to 

othet~ nat ions. 

Besides throw weight of the range of 

missiles and the yield of nuclear that 

Pakistan has acquired, it is necessary to 

understand why cbnfirmation to the fruits of its 

clandestine activities come from Washington which 

has been giving the regime in Islamabad, a 

goodconduct certificate over the past decade. Fot~ 

long the US government certification that Pak.istan 

does not have nuc 1 eat~ weapons capability was 

backed by several million packages 

conventional state of the art weapon like the F-

16~ fighter bombers, Stinger missiles, pre-emptive 

electronics and t~nks, that would boost Pakistan's 

confidence vis a vis India. 12 

. ...., 
.I.L • Victot', Cecil 

( Ne\I'J Delhi: 

174-76. 

India the secut'i ty Delimma, 

Patt'iot publishers,1990)~ Page 
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It also epitomises the uttet~ly 

d i s c r-- i m i n a t o r-- y na tut~e of the nuc 1 eat~ milieu. 

Having become nuc 1 eat~ weapons powet~s, these 

nations have banded together to pr~event other~s. 

from taking the same route by imposing fulls scope 

safeguards on nuc 1 eat' rna tet' i a l s. S.imi larly 

discrimination is apparent between the allies 

Thus China, Israil and Pakistan the 

get away with overt or covert arsenals. On 

other~ hand India~ whose nuclear capabilities 

and 

can 

the 

are 

acknowledged but has voluntarily aligned a weapons 

programme is being asked to reprove its innocence. 

Just as the us strategic pal icy 

objectives vis-a-vis Afghanistan ovet~rode non-

proliferation concerns in respect of Pakistan, the 

same is likely to happen in case of mis~iles too. 

The London suppliers club in respect of nuc 1 eat~ 

weapon related components and equipment failed to 

halt the So •~Ji 11 the missile Technology 

contt'ol Regime established at the US inst-3nce. 

All t t-li s leads to the in 
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conclusion that missiles in the' hands of 

industrialised 

destabilising 

nations and China are highly 

and endanyet~ international peace 

because they ar~ passed on to other countries. So 

long as the industrialised nations and china have 

missiles 

position 

in 

to 

their arsenals they will 

supply those missiles to 

be 

the 

in a 

most 

favoured nations, as when it suits their policies. 

Given the recat~d of interventionism of 

industrialised n~tions their selectivity in high 

technology weapons transfer and the consequent 

spt~ead of nuclear and non nuclear missiles all 

around the world India has no Option but to pursue 

V.Ji th utmost vigour its integrated guided missile 

The Defence Research And Development 

Ot~gan i sat ion anticipating the Introduction of the 

Missile 

1983, 

would 

These 

Technology Control Regime, 

to develop ct--itical technology 

not be able to get from 

technologies are stili 

other 

being 

stat~ted in 

which it 

count t~ i es. 

shaped in 

a_dvanced industrial countries for the it~ missile 
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programmes. They include the focal plane aarry,. 

mi 11 imetet"' wave radar system, the W Band impact 

diode, c band phase shifters and carbon carbon 

performet"'S. Besides the DRDO other organisations 

al~o involved like the council of Scientific 

and Industrial Research and Central Electronics 

limited. Another high technology project is the 

phased art"'ay radar configured for tracking 

multiple tat"'gets and command guidi,ng multiple 

missiles simultaneously. This goes into the 

Tt"'ishul system. This Radar has multiple 

each with several thousand fertile phase sh if tet"'S 

at diffet"'ent frequencies. These 

technologies are prohibited from being transferred 

1~ 
under the Missile Technology control Regime. -

Fot~tuna te 1 y, the Missile .Technology 

contt"'ol Regime, to which Japan is also a partner 

came about too late to effect the Indian 

13. 1<. Subrahmanyam "India enters the missile 

age -"f\ev~ +hi n king fat"' a new era," Times 

India, (July 13, 1990) ~ 
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but the intent remains. However~, the 

Missile Technology Control Regime became a 

. 
blessing in disguise. Since such missiles 

not going to be available through imports, 

was an alternative to self reliance. 

Since the 1950s the major nuclear 

weapons nations have led the way in establishing 

elements of a non-proliferation Regime designed to 

prevent nuclear proliferation. The challenge of 

today and the future will require at minimum that 

this Regime be based on a binding, comprehensive, 

commitment to non-proliferation. Non-nuclear 

weapons states are prone to distinguish between 

the Rhetoric pnd Reality of nuclear weapons 

states non-proliferation activities, viewed 

genet~a lly India's response to the pressures were 

really no diffet~ent. from those of other nuclear 

weapon states. India refuses to accept in 

exchange the weak and wedging assurances of 

offer~ed by nuclear weapons states fat~ 

rendering its weapons for future. India has been 

an active part\cipant in Nuclear weapons and non 
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nuclear weapons states dialogue. While r~eject ing 

one way application of nuclear restraints, it has 

nevertheless expressed its cautioned willingness 

to assume bur~den in a system of shared and 

balanced obligations between non-nuclear weapons 

states and nuclear weapons states. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE GENESIS OF INDIA's GUIDED MISSILE PROGRAMME 

Space technology has fascinated man over 

the years. Newtons study of motion and of earth's 

gravitation laid the firm theoretical foLmda t ions 

for the study of the motion of the Rockets, 

system·. Artificial Satellites and the Solar 

F~esear-ch on Rockets was initiated by Goddat~d in 

the United States and Tsialkovsky in the Soviet 

Union prior to World War II. The .military use of 

long range Rockets came first from 

during the last years of World War II. 

the 

1 

Germans 

A ~uided 

Missile generally speaking is any military Missile 

being 

tat~get 

capable 

aftet~ 

of b~ing guided or directed 

having being 1-.:tunched. 

to a 

The 

developing nations acquired the Missile technology 

ft~om the developed ~-.Jorld as they evolved one 

1. • B. D. Choudhar'y "After Agni the need 

coat~din.ate Space Defense Research", 

Telegt~aph/ (C_alcu_t__ta,_ 4 July 1989). 
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generation of weapons to another. The purpose of 

this chap tet' is to t t'ace the development of 

India's Guided Missile programme. Whilst a strict 

ch t'ono log i ca 1 approach is avoided, the decision 

who essentially linear. 

The use of Rockets and missiles as an 

essential of modern day weaponary is not 

e>-:act 1 y neii-J to India. Although the Chinese are 

ct'ed i ted with having invented the rocket at'ound 

13th centut'Y A. D. ' one of the first leaders to 

harness it for war, was Hyder Ali of Mysore. In 

the late 18th century he introduced the Rockets in 

his war arsenal and his son Tipu Sultan used Metal 

clad rockets 

British 
"") 

1790'sD""-

in 

with telling impact against 

the battles at Sirangapatnam in 

Aron K~rp has outlined the way in 

the 

the 

~..,h ich 

2 • Tush at' B h a t t and S . S t~ i n i vas an , " T t~ a i 1 B 1 a :z i n g 

with Agni," 

1989), 



a nation can acquire b.::l.llistic missiles 

capability. The first is indegenous development 

which is fraught with problems for nations of the 

developing wot~ 1 d. In this case, missiles are 

developed as spinoffs of space launch programme. 

The second method would be to acquire ballistic 

Missiles and modify them to suit the local 

requirements. The SAUDI missile deal 
...... 

first instance of the transfer of IRBM~ 

The Indian Nuclear and Space 

was the 

pt~ogramme 

was the brainchild of Homi Bhabha. AcLttely awat~e 

of the political advantages of possessing nuc leat~ 

weapons and ballistic missiles to deliver- them, 

Bhabha also realised that no nation would directly 

provide India with these systems. He then 

envisaged a programme whereby nuclear and space 

programme would provide the necessat~y civilian 

spinoffs. This approach first bore fruit with the 

Ravi, Shastri, "The sp ~~ead of 

missiles", Strategir Analysis 1 Vol 

<May 1988) Page 
/ 

158. 
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explosion of PNE in 1974. 4 

The Indian Missile progt~amme can be 

t~egarded as a spinoff of space launch p rag t~amme. 

The Indian space programme began in 1963, when the 

Indian 

stat~ ted 

Vikram 

Enet~gy 

t~ockets 

Space and Reseat~ch Organisation ISRO 

launching a series of sounding 

Sarbhai, under the aegis of Indian Atomic 

Commission, began to 

of und is tot~ted 

use 

cosmic 

i nst t~umenta 1 

radiations 

particularly in the Region of Geomagnetic equator. 

between 

togethet~ 

invited Alfven a Swedish Scientist 

them 

to 

the first space programme 

study the near behav i out~ 

and 

put 

of 

cosmic radiation. Thumba, near Trivandrum, being 

quiet close to the geomagnetic equator, gave India 

a ~pecially useful launch for solar and cosmic ray 

e>~plor---ation. 

The Indian Space and Reseat~ch 

4. Amit, Gupta 'Agni' Defence & Diplomacy, No.lO, 

(Oct. 1 990). 
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Organisation had been set up with centres at 

Ahmedabad~ Bangalore, Trivandrum and St~i har i kota. 

A pat'allel path was followed by the Ministry 

Defence, setting up of an Aero Missile Board 

the development and production of Rockets 

missile weapons systems. The Indian space 

of 

for 

and 

and 

Research organisatiori's mission was to develop and 

place into Ot'b it communication satellites fat~ 

telecommunication and television broadcasting. By 

the 1970's India had put its own satellites into 

space with Soviet assistance. This was followed 

by the successful launch of SLV-3. 

The PNE scientists then d isc·ussed 

developing a delivery capability against Pakistan. 

This was expanded in 1978 to include China and 

th~s the foundations were laid for the developing 

IRBM's. Permission to build Missiles finally came 

1983, in progt-·amme of 

Integ t~a ted Guided Missile Prog t-·amme. At this 

stage an interesting decision was made to divorce 

Indian Space and Research Organisation from the 

project and hand it over to the Defence Research & 



Development the ape:< body to cat~t~y 

military R & D programme. 

Dr~. Abdul Kalam, the Chief Architect of 

the the SLV-3 was choosen to head 

missile progamme run by the DRDL . in 

The Integrated Guided Missile programme was funded 

at the leve·l of Rs.780 crores for a period of 10 

beginning in 1983. Out of this Rs.30 

crores had been s~t aside for AGNI. The intention 

was to carry out possibly three test launches and 

then go ahead for the missile programme, in the 

mid 1990's, ~"'ih i ch would nat u t-· a 1 l y involve 

political decision-making. 

There is a great deal of communality and 

relevance in the technologie::: 

d i-f fer--·en t types of missiles 1 propulsion s.y~.tems, 

fight control, navigation and guidance ·systems. 

Similarly microprocessors of control and guidance 

of different missiles have applications related to 

e=:;ch other-. An i n t e g ;-~ate d facilitates 

efficient application of technological effort and 
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e~·:pe;-~t i se to develop different types of missiles 

as compar~ed to p e;i cemea 1 development. An 

integt'ated approach is cost effective and offers 

the advantage of achieving self reliance at an 

pt'ogramme 

missiles, 
l\ ,, 

Akash. 

. TF:ISHUL' 

.missiles 

5 stage. The Integt'ated guided Missile 

aimed at the production of a family of 

\ r ) r fl 1 r (, /I 
namely Prithvi, Trishul, Nag (AI .Jf gn1 and 

The short range 'Surface to Air' missile 

is the most ubiquitous of all DRDL 

as it has a wide spectt'Um of likely 

applications open for it. Apat't being an 

effective SAM system, it can also be employed- as 

an anti-sea summer missile. "TRISHUL a truck 

mounted low level, quick reaction missile with 9 

Km. range was tested on April 29, 6 
1987 .. 

The 'F'RITHVI surface to surface missile 

has the most important set of new technologies and 

6. 

ibid, 
SAN GO 

no.4, pp.589. 

PAL.iJAR-" India's 

shield," Ft-ou t_ (August 

67 
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displays few similarities with missiles in othet~ 

countries. Prithvi was launched from .Sriharikota 

Rocket Launch Station on February 25th 1988. The 

guidance and the control system of the 'PRITHVI' 

is quiet complex which forces the Missile to move 

on a predetermined optimised Trajectory stored on 

The various on board packages 

developed and integrated by the DRDL 

considered to be a major achievement. Prithvi was 

Indian . . , 
ffil.SSl..1.e to crass the three figure 

barrier in kilometers and therefore is considered 

a worthy forerunner of AGNI. 

The 'NAG' a third generation anti· tank 

missile, using imaging infra-red seeker with a 

"fire and fo1·~get" capability, with a range of 4 to 

6 km is scheduled for user trails in 1992. 

AKASH, like 'transpor~table' 

missile is another~ ambitious project being 

undet~ t a. ken by the DRDO. This missile WOLtld be 

of the defence of vital areas and vital 

cent ~~es. Essentially it would be a com~and centre 



with a number of batteries. The centre would be 

capable of handling a number of incoming targets 

from high to medium attitude at distances of 25 to 

30 Km. 8 

The AGNI, a byproduct of the Integ t~a ted 

Guided Missile Programme, is a hybrid vehicle 

combining the first stage of SLV-3 launch vehicle, 

pt~ope lled by solid fuel and PRITHVI battlefield 

missile flight tested in februar~y. On 

May, 1989 India test launched AGNI, the 

intermediate range ballistic missile, the range of 

such a missile under~ the INF treaty being 

classified as 500 to 5,500 Km.
9 

8. 

9. 

Manoj Joshi "The significance of Agn i" 

Hindu, <May 24, 1989). 

The 

the it~ 

5,500 

INF treaty has classified missiles by 

to ~~ange. Those with a range of 500 

Km called In tet~med i ate Range 

Ballistic Missiles. Missiles with ranges over 

5,500 are termed as Intercontinental 

Ballistic Missiles. Short Range Missiles have 

a range below 500 Krn. Cruise Missiles have a 

rage excess of 11,000 Km. 
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The primary mission of AGNI was to test 

the pet~fot~mance of an indegenously developed 

heatshield, a key hat~dware in weapon delivery 

system. The heatshield is meant to protect the 

the intense heat of friction 

genet"'ated during the fiery entry of the payload 

ttu~ough the atmosphere at a very high speed. In 

the absence of a good heat shield the wat~head 

vapourises. AGNI 's launch was the test of a 

heatshield carrying a dummy warhead. 

The test of the missile was 

successful with the trajectory almost 

embat~r~as i ngl y accurate following a p r~edeter~mi ned 
' 

course. The test was carried on a range of 1000KM. 

Another critical technology tested was that of the 

re-entry vehicle i.e. the ability of the specially 

designed dummy warhead to r-enter the atmosphere 

without burning out or going out of control due to 

various forces dur~ing re-entry and strike the 

target with some degree of accuracy. 

Unlike the 'PRITHVI' which is desc t~ i bed 
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as a missile with identifiable user service by 

the the 'AGNI' is described in official 

literature as a 'Technology Demonstrator· with no 

identifiable user. 

Dt~. Abdul l<alam, the Chief designer of 

the missile 'AGNI' emphasised that the missile was 

unique in the sense that no othet~ had 

followed the path of developi~g a two stage 

missile with one liquid and one solid 10 stage. 

The wat~ of ~'olot-·ds over the AGNI IRBM 

continued with its designer insisting that it is 

fully indegenous, while the western sources accuse 

Indi2. of importing German technology. The CIA 

believed that Dr.Abdul Kalam and ~o ll eague_s 

used the knowledge gained from the NASA Scout 

Rocket programme in which they had pat~ t i c i pat ed . 

The CIA D1rector William Webster pointed out that 

10. "Agni Techrro 1 ogy a succe'=.s" ~ The Hindu ( '":I-, 
.:_ I 

!"lay, 1989). 
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India had received from West Germany a shipment of 

Bet~yllium to enhance the fission reaction." 11 

Gary Milhollin, professor of law in the 

University of Wisconsin has alleged that the real 

pat .. antage of AGNI is United States and West 

Germany. Milhollin enunciates that the AGNI's 

first stage motor, heatshield and guidance system 

came from the Indian Space effort which was 

launched and sustained by foreign help.
12 

Milhollin states that India's 

p t .. og r-~amme began with the launching of 

Space 

than 

350 US, French, Soviet. Bt~itish Sounding r·ockets 

Thumba Equatorial Rocket Launching Centre. 

Among the first group of Indian scientists who 

1 1 • Mila News, No.334, Vol XXVIII, <August, 

1989) 

Mila Newc, No.332, Vol XXVIII, (June ,1989). 

12. Gat~y Milhollin, Bulletin of Atomic Scientist 

<Novembet .. 1989) Page 45-49. 
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learnt the t~ocket launching and range 

in the US, was Dr.Abdul Kalam, commonly 

operation 

t~egarded 

as the brainchild behind AGNI. Milhollin states 

that Dr.Kalam learnt the technology during a four 

months training visit in 1963 to NASA Langley 

Research Centre in Virginia. On his to 

India, Kalam built the SLV-3, India's first 

satellite 1 aunchet~. Its design, says Milhollin, 

is virtually identical to the 23 meter Ist 

of Agni. Milhallin contends that the West 

stage 

German 

Aerospace Agency Deutsche for Schungs Arxfalt for 

Luft Fahrt and Ramfahrt CDLR> gave Indian 

scientists training in the manufcture of rocket 

nozzels and nozzle C!>)'\es. In this aspect Kalam 

contends that due heatshield had been developed 

in 

time 

13. 

India and that it had been used for the 

13 in the wo r~ l d . 

To create an effective strategic shield 

'AGN I ' and 'PRITHVI' the need to 

"Agni is out~ own asset'ts D t~. I< a 1 am, "News 

Time .. Hyderabad, <15 June, 1990>. 
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develop an air launched missile system 

deserves to be carefully evaluated as it offers 

tremendous fle~{ibility, in case the land based 

detet~t~en t limit at~ound the AGNI is 

tht~eatened, by a crippling f i t'St from 

India's potential adversaries. 

The Integrated Guided Missile Progt~amme 

was the logical extension of the Indian Space 

p rag t~amme. T.he decision to develop Guided 

Missiles, 

whereby 

India's 

Hyderabad 
\\. ,, 

I mat~aat 
J 

taken in 1983, dictated by a 

of national --h:urbis and circumstances 

Hyderabad emerged as the nerve centre of 

Defence Research Renaissance. The DRDL 

together· with the t'esearch centre 

in thousands of people, in 

possession of considerable talent, which they used 

to urge the t~eal isat ion of civil as well as 

military potential of Guided Missile. In the past 

decades Missile technology has p rag t'essed 

rapidly to enhance the accut'acy and 

manoevet-·ab i 1 i ty of missiles. We at'e now 
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witnessing the 'third' and 'fourth' generation of 

missiles 

terminal 

with 'fire and forget' capabilities 

guidance incorporated into them. 

and 

The 

importance of cruise missiles has been 

by DRDL. The infrastructure is lar9ely 

recognised 

available 

within the country. The Pilotless Target Aircraft 

made by the Aeronautical Development establishment 

can be regarded as a good starting point to 

the development of cruise missile system. 
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self 

when 

CHAPTER IV 

AGNI = NATIONAL PERCEPTIONS 

PART ~ NATIONAL REACTION 

India took a significant step 

sufficiency in missiles on May 22nd 

the Intermediate Range Ballistic 

1989., 

Missile 

Agni, soared over the Chandipur range in coastal 

Orissa at 7.17, AM making it the sixth nation to 

join the exclusive IRBM club. This chapter 

examines the implication of India's guided missile 

pt"'Cyramme by focussing an the launching of 

IRBM 'AGNI', which represented a symbolic a~t 

the 

of 

had defiance vis-a-vis the sup e rp awe t'S who 

sponsored the NPT. The focus of this chapter is 

on the national perceptions of the Agni Test. It 

should·be noted that the external analysts task in 

the field is particularly difficult one because of 

the highly secretive and elitist nature of 

decision making process regarding nuclear 

the ambiguity in New Delhi's 

Indi,:;.n 

issues, 

policy 

such matters and the dual purpose for 
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which advanced nuclear technology can be utilised 

to achieve technological self reliance and implied 

secut~i ty 

indicates 

benefits. 

that 

The literature on 

India's missile 

originated from differing approaches to 

economic calculations, pragmatism and 

the topic 

programme 

secut~ i ty, 

prestige. 

In this context it is necessary to perceive the 

impact of the Agni test, which created ripples in 

the National arena. 

The · successful launch of Agni was 

welcomed by politicians and journalists of widely 

differing political affiliations as a major 

achievement of Indian science and technology,.that 

was expected to lead to a much influential 

t~ol e in global affairs. While the military 

implications have some vJhat been downplayed, 

Indian political elite too of its 

strategic implications. Following the Agni test, 

that the then Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi argued 

it t~epresented a step towat~ds sa feguat~d i ng hi·5 

country's independence. He noted that "India lost 

its independence two centuries ago, because we 
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disunited at homefront and not vigilant on 

the e;{ tern a 1 ft'ont. We must remember that 

technological backwardness leads to subjugation. 

Nevet' agairi will we allow our freedom to be so 

camp t'om i sed. " 

Bharat Wariawalla Indian 

analyst argued that the main reasons for embarking 

on the Ballistic missile Agni, were technical and 

political. Technologically, India like other 

developing countries has had great difficulties in 

trying to develop combat aircraft. The political 

argument based on the fact that nuc leat·--

weapons were seen as a currency of power. 

fact India's leading strategic 

analyst 

In 

1<. Subt'ahmany~m, has- at-·gued that Agni 

marks a significan~ factor in international power-· 

politics. If it is followed by a successful ASLV, 

PSL\l ICBM tests then there can be no 

inter~national negotiations 

·future 

~·Ji thout 

India's participation. India's voice will be 

heard with much greater attention than has been 
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hitherto. One sixth of humanity would come into 

In tet~na tiona 1 decision making, means g rea tej.'t. 

democratisation of the process. 1<. Sub t'ahmanyajm 

adds "It is only a Neo Colonialist mentality which 

sees 

missiles as 

1 destabilising. 

Soviet and Chinese 

stabilising and 

possession 

India's 

of 

as 

a 

Agni marks an essential step 

vital gap in Indian security. India 

in filling 

till then 

had no known defence against a missile attack. 

Agni with its accurate guidance capability appears 

to be the only answer to the missiles 

Pakistan is developing. An important use of 

that 

the 

IRBM Agni is to put a of 

obset-·vat ion satelliteS which in vat'ious 

military 

count t~ ies 

have photographed every centimeter of sensitive 

installations in the countt-·y. 

The Indian technological elites have 

demonst t'a ted that Agni is nothing than a 

1. ibid, Amit Gupta, no.4. 
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't 
lechnology 

)I 

Demonstt~ator. It also represents a 

future commitment of Indians to be self reliant in 

defence production. The booster of Agni could be 

used for launching satellites, for applications as 

varied as military sut~ve 11 i ance, communication, 

weather data collection telemetry and radar. 

Agni is much more than a technology 

demonst ra tot'. It is a signal to the great powers 

that India has acquired technology in the stat ::s 

to which great powers are based. The e~·~terna 1 

factor behind the test has been the promotion of 

India's position in her relations with China and 

the superpowers. The test could be regarded a~ an 

implicit message to India's or potential 

opponents highlighting the ability to 

according to specific circumstances. 

Agni is an important shot in the arm for 

the Indian psyche, which likes to believe that, if 

others can do it, the India~s can do it better. 

AGNI India's role as the 
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Regional Supet'power in the South Asian t'eg ion. 

Having emerged as the dominant power in the South 

Asian region, after the 1971 wat' ~"'i th Pakistan, 

India has been flexing its muscles in the t'egion, 

often bilatantly bullying its weaker neighbours 

into submission. Agni has signalled to the South 

Asian states that India is capable of developing 
•· 

high I technology weapons system, 
' 

which if necessary 

can be convet'ted int'o militat'Y one within a very 

short time. That Indian 1 eadet'sh i p has made 

continued reference to Pakistan's possession of 

Range Ballistic Missi 1~, to Saudi Arabia's 

possession of Chinese made css-2, IRBM's and 

Israil's Jericho-II Ballistic Missiles, means that 

Agni is an attempt to counter the growth of 

ballistic missiles in the region and hence create 

mutual deterrence. 

By launching Agni, India has 

demonst t'a ted beyond doubt that we really need to 

adequate and credible defence our 

security against external threat, and that India 

not and will not succumb to t~elenting 
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pressures from the West. 

.... __ says that India Bharat Wariawalla 

built up its nuclear and delivery potential, 

at the same time, has not publicly declared 

has 

yet 

its 

nuclear status. Such a strategy has the advantage 

of allowing India to put all components of a 

nuclear fot'ce 

international 

nuclear 

into place 

repLtt'cuss ion of 

without 

having 

Thus India's nuclear 

a 

facing 

pub 1 ic 

blast was 

called a 11 PNE 11 and AGNI called a 11 technology 

demonstratot' !' The problem with this approach is 

that it goes against the whole notion of having 

nuclear 

nation 

weapons as a currency of power. 

wishes to have he status of a great 

lf a 

power 

it must be able to display its currency openly. 

Since India is unable.to do this, this ambivalence 

actually 

nuclear 

WOt'kS against the notion of acquiring 

weapons for international status. As 

Wariawalla writes credibility of Deterrence rests 

on the certainty of the nuclear weapons. But 

in the nuclear strategy is an ambivalence 

invitation to miscalculations and accidents. 
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enunciates that Agni was a meaningless voyage when 

it was just 

'? 
demonstt~ator.-

desct~ibed as a technology 

The public opinion palls indicated that 

favour~ed though there was 

genet'a 1 scepticism among the intellectuals about 

the nature of the test. 

Professor Dhi t'endra Shat'ma enunciated 

that the eupho~ia created by the successful launch 

of the missile Agni was not a Eureka because in 

spending than 15,000 crores of our meagre 

resout'ces, 80/. of our~ citizens have 

little in terms of GNP. In d i a ' s en t t'Y into the· 

super~pa~t-Jer club is meaningless, vJi thou t 

providing its citizen with the basic necessities. 

Our space odyssey in real term offers no return to 

the 

which 

masses. Thet'e at'e no strategic parameters 

necessitate the spending of out~ meagre 

W,:..riawalla' , __,_ "{~gni a meaningless 

'v'oyage," Sunday Mai 1, (Apri 1 30, 1989). 
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resoLt t~c es 
"""! 

system.~· 

on non-productive and obsolete weapons 

The decision of glorifying AGNI was 

according to Sharma just another 

political gimmick to hoodwink the ele~torate when 
/ 

Ra fi.v Gandhi needed to give a fill up to his 

sagging popularity. 

It is significant to note that not even 

the members of .NAM congratulated the Indian Prime 

Minister on the demonstration of an agg t~ess i ve 

posture of greatness. If our immediate neighbours 

and friends in the third world are not of 

this technological achievement then is 

something amiss in our doctorine of defence. 

The launching of Agni has 

alienated this country in SAARC and othet' 

World States. From now on India will be equated 

'T 
~·. Dhit~endt'a, Sharma~ "End game", Sunday Observet~, 

< 28 May, 1989) • 
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with those who speak of world peace with a double 

tongue. Agni will ignite further hostility, 

mistt~ust and will accentuate the missile race in 

South Asian region. 

The Delhi Government's expensive space 

odyssey is likely to lead to another nuclear race, 

resulting in unprecedented increase in the 

fat~ Our social welfare and 

demand 

t~ura 1 

development plan will be the first casualty. 

launching 

The 

of 

opposition leaders 

Agni and emphasised 

denounced 

that it 

the 

was 

demonstrated only to suit some narrow political 

gains. The Janata Dal leaders opposed it on the 

ground that it would sow the seeds of nuclear war. 

If India engaged itself in building vehicles for 

nuclear strike what would prevent the devastation 

being let loose on India ft-·om Tibet or Diego 

Garcia, in event of a nuclear conflict which would 

vapourise Bombay, Delhi and Calcutta in less 

5 minutes. 
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its 

The 

suppot~t 

Congress-! has been 

to the Integr~ated 

consistent in 

Guided Missile 

Pt~ogamme, in its efforts to convert India into a 

Regional Superpower. On the other hand the Janata 

Dal's approach had been one of opposition to the 

location of the Test Range and to the Missile 

Programme. The contrasting approaches of the 

Congress- I and the Janata 

indicate how the perceptions of 

when it came to power and the 

· beca-utse it's 

developmental 

F' t~og t-·amme. 

major concer~n 

consequence 

Dal 

the 

specifically 

latter changed 

State's security 

overriding the 

of the Missile 

DS Bilveer criticising the launching of 

the Agni missile enunciated that like Soviet Union 

in the Go t-·b achE~·v· e r~ a , I n d i a has become a 

legged power, its most successful achievement 

been the d~velopment of its war machinery. 

one 

has 

But 

when it comes to providing for the people it is an 

example par excellence of a disastrous Third World 

. ' 
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4 
State. 

The Defence ser~vices themselves may 

welcome the new missile but are unwilling to make 

cutbacks in spending on conventional system to buy 

them. 

In recent years there has been a growing 

concet~n about the size of the defnece budget. 

Such concer~n comes not from general pub 1 ic but 

from the economic planners within the country who 

-feel that India cannot sustain a continuous 

military growth raising the important question of 

"guns or~ butter~" Ast-,ok Mehta emphasizes the fact 

that unlimited budgetary resources are allotted 

nuc 1 eat~ and other defence linked resear~ch. 

Thet~e is any accountability how 
= 

resources are spent. --~ 

4. D r--- • S • B i 1 v e e t-· , "India Fi;-~es into the Missile 

Age," Asian DefEnCe Jou~-nal ( 1989) pa.c_:::e ---- - ------ J _, 31 --

Ashok t-1 i s s i 1 ·2 s , 11 
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However, the missile pPogamme 

e:.:hot~b i tant ly costly to the nation. One 

says that the Agni may have cost about 30 

If this is compared to the cost of a 

is not 

estimate 

Crot~es. 

ot~ 

Mig-29, then it is 

Ma jot~ 

not 

Genet~al 

part iculat~l y 

counterproductive. KS Pendse 

writing on the defnece budget brought out that no 

rational Indian would wish to do without defence. 

The defence budget has increased over the years. 

Pitched at 2% of the Gross Domestic Product before 

1962, the def~nce budget rose to 3.5% of the GOP 

touching 4/. in 1988. But these meagt~e 

allocations compared to China's 10/. ~nd Pakistan's 

7/. of its GDP for defence excluding US aid. 6 
.· 

Those sluggishness of 

the Indian economy's gr~owth to defence do so 

possibly out of their conviction about the need 

fat~ un i vet-·sa 1 d i sat~mamen t than because of any 

proof in direct suppot~t of the i ~~ contention. 

6. Ma jot~ General K.S. Pendse, Hindustan Times, 

( 30 May, 1989) • 
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Gavin J<ennedy in his book "The Economics of 

Defence" has argued that there is no set pattern 

of subs~itution between defence and non-defence 

The arguments that the defence efforts 

are costing the country a gt'eat deal of 

development has to be challenged. While OUt' 

defence efforts have remained at a constant level 

of 3.5 to 3.7% of GOP our savings and investment 

rates have gone up from 11% in 1960s to neat' l y 

double the figures in the 19080s. It is quite 

likely that by reducing the defence efforts by 1 

to 1.5/. will not lead to the ' increase in the ·pace 

of development. Therefore, it is necessat~y to 

delink the usual guns versus butter' argument and 

to support economising the defence of 
. 7 

the nation. 

7. Mathew Thomas, Indian Defence Review { _r anuat-y 
) 

to Jul:/ 11989). 
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PART II 

AGITATION = A CASE THE BALIAPAL 

DEVELOPMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

PROGRAMME 

STUDY 

THE MISSILE 

The function of the modet~n state 

India, the maintenance of National Security, 

implementation of development and acquisition 

in 

the 

and 

subsequent maDagement of science and technology 

have moved to tt~ansform Indian Society and 

Economy. The development of techno-economic 

has also denuded the et~stwh i 1 e local 

in tet~med i ate systems of production. The 

development of the Missile Testing Range in 

Baliapal has led to displacement 2.nd 

dislocation. The en t i r-·e at~ea of the 

en vi t~anmen t the peoples whose 1 ivel ihood 

depend upon it have been deemed indispensible to 

the needs of development and national security. 

A cleat~ of the conflict 
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between 'dispensible space and 'defensible space 

between the State and the people is to be found in 

Not'th Orissa in the Bay of Bengals coast, whet~e 

the Central Government intended to forcibly evict 

and reallocate approximately 95,000 people from 

their home and make way for a national test range, 

a site fat~ testing satellites and long t~ange 

mi::;siles. The Baliapal Bhogt'a i at~ea in the 

district was choosen for the site. The 

decision was taken following detailed studies by 

eYpet~t committee for six years since 1979. The 

Committee found the Baliapal Bhograi site~ as the 

suitable site, having all advantages of a 

test t~ange based on scientific, log i s.t ics and 

technical consideration compared to other places 

. -1-h t 8 
.1. n .., . e c o u n t~ y . 

8. Dr. Sujatha Patel, Asok Prasad, Jo~eph Mahai 

and !<r i shnendu Ray, A "On the 

Balliapal Missile Bc..se the F'eop le 's 

Bheeta Mati, PUDf<pelhi 1 (August, 

1988) . 
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Although the original decision to set up 

a National Test Range was made in 1979 by the 

Janata Government and pursued by the Congress- I 

when it came to power in 1980 , it was not until 

July, 1985 that formal announcement was made that 

Baliapal Bhogt ... ai had been choosen as an. 

appropriate site for NTR covering 102 sq.kms. and 

55 villages. JB Patnaik described it as a Puja 

Gift to the people of Orissa from Mrs. Gandhi. 

Since then a militant movement has grawn in the 

area against the government decision to take their 

land "Bheeta Mati" and reallocate them elsewhere. 9 

The sustained nature of the agitation 

against the National Test Range in Baliapal as 

well as its militancy is to a larger extent due 

to the mass involvement of the people including 

the poorer section~-

9. 

The agitation in Baliapal was 

PaLil Routledge, "Dispensible 
The conflict Defensible space 

formally 

space, 
over~ the 

National Tes'ting Range in Orissa," South Asia 
Bulletin Springfall 1988, Page 98-104. 
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launched in December 1985 with the fot'mation -of 

Uttara Balasore Khepanashtra Ghati Pratioda Samiti 

and since then it has become one of the most 

militant agitation in the country. It is an 

agitation that has been able to mobilise people 

all classes in society and has broken down 

barriers of caste, gender and age thus making it a 

mass agitation. It has been able to gat'ner the 

suppot't of all major political parties on the 

f t' i nges of Pari iamentat'Y pt'ocess for its 

objectives. Active fat' the agitation 

e:-:tends all the way from Marxist -Leninist gr-·oup 

to the Congress (!) at the village and the block 

1 evel. In a dominant political climate, viti'ated 

by narrow political objectives and consider~at ion 

of political gain, t.he support of wide spectr~um of 

political parties and gt'oup for the agitation 

t~eflects not only the political strength that it 

commands but also its political maturity for not 

compromising for narrow political gains. 10 

10. Sujatha Patel "Balliapal Agitation - Socia 

Economic backgt'ound", Economir and Political 

Weekly (25 March, 1989>, Page 604-605. 
J 
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The twin issues of displacement and 

rehabilitation have been the source of the growth 

of many agitations in the country in the recent 

past. What distinguishes this agitation from the 

others of a similar nature is the mass involvement 

of the people in this area irrespective of 

vertical and horizontal hierarchies as well as its 

militancy. 

a state characet' i sed by e}:treme 

poverty 

In 

the green paddy fields of Balasore are 

oasis of relative prosperity. 

bowl of the state. It is one 

Balasore is the rice 

of the most fertile 

agricultural land in India producinQ a varie~y of 

crops including Betel leaves, Coconut, Groundnuts 

and Cashew. Proximity to the coast and the 

Subernarekha river also enables the people to earn 

a living tht'ough inland sea fishin.g. The at'ea is 

also one of the most densely populated in Ot'issa. 

Bhog t'a i hairing 600 persons per km and 

Baliapal with 397 persons per sq.km. 

The local villagers do not question the issue 
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of arms or the necessity of defence preparedness. 

The appeal lies on the fact that if destructive 

weapons are a must for a nation then another site 

must be choosen for testing such 

sparsely populated region. 

as a desert or a 

The defence establishment of USA, 

China, Great Britain could work out these 

France, 

missile 

deserts, centt'es in marshy islands, forests and 

but our defence scientists and personnel want easy 

going areas at tmmense social cost to our citizens 

~nd have rejected places like Andaman, Sunderbans, 

and Gujarat on some plea or the other. 

America's long range rocket and missile Testing 

centt'e 

range 

at 

and 

Cape Kennedy is the longest missile 

space centt'e in the world. In 

establishing it not a single house was demolished, 

nor a single man was displaced. Great Britain has 

set up its missile testing range in the Victot-·ia 

Desert. 

their 

namely 

The French Government had established 

test range in Polynesian group of Islands 

Wallis and Futiana at about a distance of 

12000 miles from France. Here they had to face 
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hostile demonstration from the local inhabitants. 

The states in the south pacific ocean formed a 

forum to carry the agitation and resolved to make 

south pacific ocean a nuclear free zone. An 

enhanced France ultimately had to move out to 

Ft~ench GLtiana in South America in the Atlantic 

coast a distant 8000 miles from France and located 

their test Range and space centre there. The 

Russians have located their centre in Siberia 

whose area is 53 lacs square miles, where hardly 

one person lives in one square mile. China has 

located its 1 aunch i ng t~ange centre in central 
ous./ 

China, in the mountai~ belt which is a confused 

mass of low hills, not suitable fat~ human 
' 

habitation. China is using vast areas of Gobi 

desert 1 1 in central China for such a purpose. 

The government has stated that it has 

strong technical r~asons for choosing of Baliapal 

11 • Nilamoni Routt~ay, "On Test Range fat~ testing 

arms and amunitions in Different Countries", 

Lettet·· to PM Rajiv Gandhi, (16 June, 1986). 
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over other sites for this project. The 

coast is shaped like a crescent with 

located on its tip. Since missiles 

Balasore 

Baliapal 

require 

intensive monitoring immediately after launch, the 

crescent shape is ideal for monitoring from land. 

Balasore has excellent infra-structure facilities. 

It has also a firm soil conducive for supporting 

heavy s t t~uc tures needed fat~ a launching pad. 

Though Balasore is cyclone prone, this part of the 

district remains free from d i stut~bances. 

Additionally b~y of Bengal unlike the Arabian sea 

is fairly free from international air and sea 

Even before the formal announcement for 

land acquisition, the movement was mobilised by 

Gadadhar Giri, a long respected leader of the area 

associated with Praja Socialist Party who fought 

for the right of the peasantry in this area. 

After the official gazette notification the 

movement which was largely spontaneous in natut~e 

acqu i t'ed a fot~ma l shape. The Balasore 

l<.eshepanstr-a Ghati Pratioda Committee was 
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in December 1985 which then led the agitation. 

A district level coordination committee 

was set up with Brajnath Rath a noted p rog t~ess i ve 

poet as its convener. A public meeting was held at 

Balasore, in which all opposition parties and 

gt~oups participated. These included the Janata 

Party, CPI(M), Socialist Unity centre of India and 

Unity centre of Communist Revolut ionat~ies of 

India. In 1987 anothet~ district coordination 

committee was set up, the convener of lf'Jh ich was 

At-·un De. 

A significant difference an 

regat~d ing the NTR exists between the vat~ i OLts· 

members of the Resistance committee in that, 

membet~s of Janata, CPI, CPI<ML> ac kno~o,~ ledge the 

national secut~ i ty needs of the state and hence 

accept the necessity of the national Test • Range. 

They oppose the specific location in 

Baliapal Bhograi. The UCCRI <ML> <Unity Committee 

of Communist Revolutionaries of India. Mar:-: ist-

Leninist> and the Institute of the Motivation of 
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Self Employment <IMSE> who have been organising 

in the area since early 1985 oppose the location 

and the very existence of the test Range. Indeed 

a strong feeling exists among the activits of the 

area that the principle reason for the political 

involvement in the struggle is to .wrest 

electoral support in the area,the support being 
0.. 

spilt between the Congress-! and Janta Parties. It 
J\ 

is also felt that these parties, because they 

accept the prin~iple of the necessity of NTR will 

·eventually bargain for the best rehabilitation 

deal they can obtain from the State rather than to 

continue to resist the construction df the base. 

The opposition came to power in the 

constituency with the pledge that they would not 

allow the National Test Range to be established in 

that Region. B~t the pledges of the did 

not materialise into real policy action as a 

result of which,the people of the feel 

betrayed and are consequently engaged in a 

continuoL\S of opposition to the 

establishment of the National Test Range. 
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the 

upset 

the 

Rajya 

The National Front governments stand on 

National Test Range project at Baliapal 

the people of Baliapal. The anouncement 

Minister of Defense Dr. Raja Ramana~ in 

Sabha that there was no 

has 

of 

the 

fat~ 

snapping the project has belied the hopes of the 

people. V.P.Singh's statement in parliament- that 

was no proposal to shift it Baliapal 

has put the Orissa Janata Dal in an 

uncomfortable position. The state Dal leaders 

now at a loss as to how to face the Baliapal 

people for- the pt~oposed Test Range ir. a centt~e 's 

pr~o_ject and not state govet~nment 's p t~o j ec t. 12 
-3. 

The movement is de fens i '-./E in na tut~e 

to preserve the st~tus quo by 

the base and dislocation of the traditiona.l 

The villagers ha.·--,;e adopted an extr·a-

constitutional approach to the protest using non-

12. S.P.Nanda "Centt~e·s stand on Balliapal upsets 

Dal"~ TelegraQJ':h_ <Calcutta 1 1 ' June 

1990) . 
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violent~ non-cooperative methods of r~es i stance. 

Gover~nmen t 

pt~evented 

this, 

app t~oach i ng 

b a r~ r·· i c ad e d 

officials and rep r~esen tat i ves 

entet~ing that To enfot'ce 

checkposts wer··e set up. The t'oads 

the Baliapal Bhog t'a i 

with bamboo and trenches dug in 

to stop government vehicles. In Baliapal, a ~Maran 

Sen a <Delhi Suicide squad) of 5,000 

camp r~ ising women, chi ldr~en and men has 

people 

been 

ct~eated 

Bt~ 1. gade 

by 

was 

effect.ivel':/ 

UCCRI (ML). A similar g r~aup 

or··gan i sed by iMSE. The 

sealed by villagers refusing 

b .=:,n k loans and taxes. In 1985-86, the 

Freedom 

area. ~rJas 

to pay 

t~e fused to pay· 1 and r··evenue of Rs.lOO.OCO.. In 

cone er··t ~ ... i th these f o r~m-=. of t~esistance the 

movement ha--=. also held bandh·=., mass public 

meetings and conducted demonstrations. 

The lccal villagers do not question the 

i S'=O-UE of Ot' the nece·=.s i ty of defence 

p t' e p a r·· e d n e ~ '5 • According to Mrs.Sujatha Mehtc.., 

spokesman of KGPS their appeal is innocuous. TheJ 

their~ ar---e mer'e 1 y asking to be left alone 
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islands of peace. If destructive weapons are a 

must fat~ a nation, then another site must be 

choosen such as a desert or a sparsely populated 

t~eg ion. This would not only e>~p 1 ode into an 

environmental issue but it would also be a denial 

of fundamental right of security to the peop~e who 

- - 13 are already underpr1v1leged. 

Pt--ofessor Manot~an jan Mohanty/ alleged 

that the choice of th~ location of NTR in Orissa 

dut~ i ng congt~ess was due to its 

political vulnerability since it was• a Congress 

state. Other potential sites were 

such as West Bengal and Andhra Pradesh because 

they were under opposition rule. They 

the Eastern cost which undergoes much silting and 

as a consequence has much shipping backlog. Orissa 

also has defence projects in a district, which is 

an asset for NTR coordination. 

13. "Scrap Test Range Pl-:3-n," Times of India, New 

Delhi, (22 Decembet~, 1989). 
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The response of the Government to this 

t~es i stance has followed the model of integration 

and Mot~e subtly the government has 

put~sued a fold appt'oach of seduction, 

coet-·c ion and mediation. The first appt~oach, 

seduction has come in the form of rehab i 1 i t.at ion 

and compensation plan worth Rs.127 

announced by the Central Government in 1986, vd th 

the hope of placating popular resistance to the 

missile t~ange. 

The plan intended to relocate the people 

of Baliapal Bhograi into model villages upto ~5 KM 

away from their present homes. The model villages 

would contain schools, hospitals, community 

centre, post offices as to ensure people its good 

intent. Nine industries including oil, leather and 

tool manufacture would be set up to provide direct 

or indirect job for one member of every displaced 

f . 1 14 am1 y. 

14. Central Government RPport ,<1986) 
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Several factors however draw into 

question of feasibility of the supposed 

intent of the government scheme. Firstly it 

the 

good 

was 

announced by the government on September 4, 1986, 

that 11,000 acres out of revised total of 21,000 

acres required for the range, was considered 

government land, which had been encroached upon by 

the local farmers for many years. The 

had announced that it would evict the 

without compensation from the land 

government 

encroachers 

but would 

compensate for any structures and standing crops. 

Secondly, given the population density of Balasore 

district 357 persons per square KM, it appears to 

be improbable that even the official estimate of 

45,000 people can be resettled within a 10 - 15 Km 

range of their present residences. 

industrial 

cultural 

Concerning the establishment 

complexes, certain economic 

of 

and 

factors need to be considered. Firstly 

evictions are planned before the new factories are 

due to be completed, hence forcing evictees to 

seek work elsewhere until employment at factories 
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becomes available. Secondly there is no 

that the evictees will 

Past 

be able to 

guarantee 

perform 

industrial jobs. experiences 

developmental projects in India have 

of 

shown 

the 

that 

local people do not eventually obtain the bulk of 

new jobs created except those that are insecure, 

temporary and contractual. Hence the traditional 

farmers who are fisherfolks will be forced to 

apply for work in factories becoming skilled, 

semi-skilled and unskilled factory workers or 

employed artisans and shopkeepers. Also since the 

government plans to create pnly one job for each 

family, the other members of the family would be 

left without any alternative employment. 

Far the people of Baliapal Bhograi area, 

whose livelihood and culture are intimately bound 

to the land and river coastal water, the severence 

of their work1ng relationship with the natural 

environment of the community culture, which has 

developed as a result of this relationship, 

amounts to cultural ethnocide, a process that is 
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occuring throughout India as the local culture is 

destroyed throughout the process of development. 

The response of the government to this 

t~es is tance has shifted from the initial at_tempts 

at sedLtct ion and coopt ion, via rehabilitation 

schemes to systematic of increasing 

coet~c ion. Repression by the government has taken 

several forms. Firstly they set up an 

economic blockade of the area, whereby, 

unofficial 

essential 

commodities such as kerosene and sugar rtCI 

longet~ made a··.tai lable to the vi llaget~s. The 

yO\/e r~nmen t imposed fines on bullock 

carts and vehicles leaving the area. The area was 

dep r~ i ··'<'ed of any help developmental anti--

poverty 20 point programme for over 3 years on the 

plea that personnel were not allowed in that area. 

In Feb.1986, 24 Magistrates accompanied by 3000 

police attempted to enter the ai-~ea to 

explain the residents the reason for the choice of 

the site. Undaunted by the show of force, 20_, 000 

villagers formed a human block3de across the t~oad 
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• 

and prevented them from entering that 
15 

The State Govet~nment has inct~easingly 

been deploying personnel of Orissa State At~med 

police into the area. By late 1988, 14 Battalions 

of police had been deployed. This was 

followed by an abortive attempt by the sta-te to 

eviction of the in the 

Baliapal Bhograi area, named Operation Baliapal on 

May 10th and 11th, 1988. However a series of 

events led to the action being called off. The 

plan was widely publilcised in the Indian Press, 

thus the opponents of the immenent 

danget~. Secondly the OAS officers rejected· the 

plan of Balasore district Collector 

themselves in the operation. Under the 

of Bi ju Patnaik, the leadet~ of 

to i n\iO 1 ve 

1 eadet~sh i p 

the 
0.. 

Janta 
1'\ 

Oppo;;itinn, vJho emet~ged =-.t the ... ./orte>~ of the 

peoples movement, grabbing for himself, the ;--·ole 

15. Paul Rout l edgE "B a 1 1 i a.p a l - Bh og t~ a i Thea t t'e 

o f V.J at- , The a t t~ e o f D i s p 1 ace men t , " StatPc;_man 1 

( {:;p r-~ i 1 ~ 1 988) . 
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of the sole adjudicator of the movement, mediation 

talks were held indicating to the likelihood of 

bloodshed in the if the operation 

continued. 

After the stiff opposition to the 

ct~eat ion of the National Test Range at Ba-liapal, 

the 

local 

site had to be moved 30 KM to Chandipur. 

opposed the it~ evict ion · ft-·om 

The 

the 

Chandipur site too. People of 15 villages formed a 

F'urbanchal Sut~akshya Samiti to speat~head the 

agitation. In the end the government went in for a 

c omp t'om i se. Instead of permanently, evicting all 

the tribals, it was decided that a core area·would 

be cleared permanently and the rest of the :zone 

cleared only during the actual launching 

missile AGNI. 16 

of the 

The Indian State views the North Ot~ i ssa 

economy and community as dispensible to the 

l..S. "Wher~e thet~e is Y.Jill and no discet~nable 

The Hindu, (5 Febt~uat~y, 1989). 
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coerction 

of National Security through 

and mediation~ the State is 

seduction, 

deter~m i ned 

to evict the villagers and construct the missile 

base. The National Front Government had sanctioned 

the setting up of NTR which was further appt~oved 

by 
8 

the Jan~a Dal <S> when it came to powet~. ·'The 

peoples movement meanwhile continues its 
o-.. 

t~esistance in BJ i apa 1 Bhog t~a i, the Centr~al and 

State Governments continuously attempting to 

supress the movement by creating dissensions in 

the mo··,..,ement. 
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CHAPTER V 

INTERNATIONAL PERCEPTIONS INDIA'S GUIDED 

MISSILE PROGRAMME 

The successful launch of the missile 

AGNI has generated a considerable political dabate 

in the international arena. Given the apprehension 

e;.:pl icable in ter~ms of d istut"bance of nuclear 

balance in South Asia, the impact of the scenario, 

esr;ecially in .the period when Agni was launched 

was undoubtedly great. This chapter displays 

c e~-, ta in of international r·~esponse 

Indic..n guided missile 

c 1 a-:::.= i f i ::: a t o t-· y scheme, I have outlined 

cc,nceptu.=.,lly an analytical Y.JD ,.-. k 

the t-·espon se·::; of ·f OLt ~-- natio•1s 

Chin.:::., Pakista~ and USSR to the demonstration 

i r;cj i gertOi_ts ~i~-:::ile technology by India. 

a.r,~ 1 yt ica l perspective the identification of 

perceptions assures the delienation 

the ;11a j CH' c.. t t r- i b u t e s of the E·\1 Ell t .. 

reaction to the Agni test has 
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on predictable lines. Reaction of an adve1·~se at~ 

c r-- it i ca 1 na tur~e has emanated the 

States and Pakistan, whereas the Socialist 

United 

war~ 1 d 

especially USSR has applauded India's achievement. 

US p = t' c e p t i on s of I n d i a ' s g u i de d m i s s i 1 e p r~o g t' am me 

The us pet'Cept ions of India's guided 

missile at~e shaped mot~e by the 

possibilities to inhibit American force projection 

capabilities 

maintenance 

in the Indian Ocean Region and the 

of techno -m i 1 i tar~y SLiper-- i en-· i ty in 

pursuit of its global interests. 

A c c D t-· d i n g to a t'·esear~ch 

ser--..../ ice study, ~lobal proliferation of R3llistic 

m:..ssiles un f =-. '·./OU t~ab 1 y a. f feet the United 

St.=:..t2s ~. e c L·. r- i t ~~ e i thet~ 

i nd i ,.~e.,::: t l y. 

A ~. 111 ;::) r-· e c o u n t r- i ~ s. a c q u i ,-. e m i s s i 1 e -::; 
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affected, but the US troops engaged in conflict 

are likely to be threatened by missile attacks. 

allies 

Pacific 

With the direct threat to US friends and 

in South Asia, the Middle East and 

rim; increasing with range, accuracy 

the 

and 

dest r~uc t i veness of missiles, the likelihood of 

United States being drawn into a regional conflict 

will 

state 

inc l"~ease, if the e>: istence of 

is threatened or if any missile 

its c 1 ient 

deployment 

creates a military asymmetry against its interest. 

The existence of missiles in the hand of 

developing nations like India, due to their speed 

.:::<nd penetr-·atab i l i ty may offset the existing 

b.ala.nce conventional ~,Ho>apons 

development . in some inherently combu5tible th i r~j 

~·ID r- 1 d As effecti\iE counter~ measut~es 

missile a t t a c:: k h a'; e not been 

even by the superpowers, ballistic missilas Y.JDU i cJ 

in ~ new dimension of vulnerabilit/ to the 

e ; : i s t i n g :=, e c L..c r- i t y e q t..< i l i b r-· :i u m • 
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The us policy make~~s emphasise that 

besides the e~-: i sting nuc 1 e.ar who have 

sizeable missile capabilities, nations like India, 

At~gen tina, Bt~a:z i 1, Pakistan, lst~eal, I r~aq, South 

l<or~ea and Taiwan ar~e nuc 1 eat~ th~~eshold states 

pursuing an undeclared nuclear programme, mating a 

nuclear warhead to a missile force would not only 

increase the damage potential but provide a strong 

psychological dimension to tet~t~ot~ fact at~ in 

international politics. 

The US policy makers insist that 

t~ace lo'JOU l d bur~den the constr~a ined wo~~ 1 d 

economies by d i -.,iert inc; t~es ou r'c es towat~ds. 

nuc lea t-· This WO~\ l d ha·ve 

impact on the economic field by 

accelerating the demand for aid from United States 

the /fct~ums of Nev4 Inter~national Ecc:nomic: 

Tt-·12 Amer~ica.-: cc·ncer--n D\/et-- developn1ent oi' 

Agni should be ··.;iev.;ed tv.JO levels. The 

o·f concern is with global proliferation of 
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advanced weaponary and ballistic missiles and the 

rest t~a in t it can impose on the us forces 

projection interest, more specifically the 

of emergingindian potential in the Indian 

impact 

Ocean 

region in general 

pat~ticulat"'. 1 

The second 

and US 

level 

clients 

concet~ns relate 

perceived future Indian capacity to graduate 

in 

to 

from 

the IRBM technology demonstration to a nuc l eat~ 

capable ICBM. 

The US arms transfer policies in post war 

pet-· i ad assumed that the industrialised West would 

i nvat~ i ably maintain sufficient technological 'lead 

1 • Leanar-·d and Spector: Hearing befot-·e the 

Subconmmittee on At~ms of the 

Committee on Fot~eign Affairs, House of 

Representatives; "Missile pt~aliferation: The 

need fat' con t t~o 1 s MTCR," us government 

p t~ inti ng office Washington DC, July 12 and 

October 10 1989,page 67. 
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to counter the growth of the military potential of 

third world countries. The maintenance of techno

industrial satisfaction was implicit in the concept 

of stability. 

Long before it splashed down in~ the 

Indian Ocean, Agni caused ripples in the capitals 

of the West especially Washington, which is the 

head of a cartel to prevent the acquisition of 

missile related technology to selected developing 

.c o u n t t~ i e s • Our missile programe was sought to be 

The killed in the cradle by the United States. 

Un i t:ed States had threatened to impose t_t"ade 

sanction against India if it went ahead with the 

Agni test. The US offer of high-tech equipment is 

merely a ploy to gain control of Indian indegenous 

at self reliance. The offer~ of 

optical senso~~s for the national Test Range at 

Baliapal was a bait of a similar kind meant to 

Eecure a commitment from India and thereby inject 

delays in the missile programme. The launching of 

the missile Agni was postponed twice on April 20th 
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and May 1st due to US pressure and technological 

snags. 

Natut~ally the final launch of the 

Agni evoked the expected serious concern from 

Bush administration and sharp condemnation by 

IRBM 

the 

non 

prolification advocates in the United States. 

Sen a tot~ Jeff Bingaman, Chairman of the Senate 

subcommittee on defence has said that India would 

be barred from receiving any high technology items 

fr~om 

India 

the US because the Agni launch showed 

was d i ver~t ing such technology 

that 

its 

c i \,til ian space progr~amme to Ballistic missile 

Mt~~ Bingaman also asserted that us 

should scrap its assistance to New Delhi's 

civili=.<.n space programme because the Agni launch 

sho~·Jed that India's credibility after it. at~gued 

that such a programme was for peaceful put···poses~ 

had been diminished~· 

The well known US think tank, the 

has come out wi.th a of 

dec 1 ine of the Wester-n ec on •:=;m i c 
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militat'Y 

forecasts 

t'e 1 at i ve 

power~ over two decades. It 

that India and Brazil 

power and influence besides 

China. The United States looks with 

at the growing nuclear power of some 

will 

Japan 

gain 

and 

apprehension 

developing 

nations which would make intervention so costly as 

to rule it out as an instrument of policy 

those nations. 

An objective assessment of 

against 

the us 

t'eac t ion 

acceptance 

so 

of 

far would indicate 

the r~eal ities of 

a 

the 

r~e 1 Ltc tan t 

indegenous 

programme in the key area of National Security. At 

the same time hard l i net's in the us 

department like Deputy Assistant Secretary 

Schaffer pet'cei ved it as 3 'contentious' 

state 

Howar~d 

issue 

with the Indo-US relations. The State depar--tment 

of US was willing to go as far as to use 

aid as a lever to curb missile proliferation. Jim 

Hind the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defence for 

Negotiations Policy, in fact argued for 

of us missile technologies to the allies and 
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':> 
ft"·iends to pt~omote stabi 1 ity.-

The us Congr-·ess 

consider~ in g a proposal to open 

is said to be 

the in t e r~med i ate 

Nuc 1 eat' weapons Freeze Treaty to the developing 

count r~ i e s . Les Aspin, Chairman of the power~ful 

pause of Armed Services Committee said that the 

past policies of technology denial had failed to 

stem the global t~ace, the developing 

c our: t r·· i es should be invited by the So\/iet Union 

and the United States to join the INF on an equ.al 

footing. 

T' ;ne perception of India's. policy 

;~-- 2 f l ec ted in the c r-· i tic ism of the mi. s.s i 1 e 

p t--c·g r-- d!Ttme i·::; hovlevet~, unfair-·. India had eat~ 1 i et~ 

pointed cut to the US that there was no logic 

singling out India for criticism. 

Institute of Defence Studies and Analysis ~-

Str-ategic 

=roL ._.;Q\.....•-

Anc-lJ!sis, 
,. 
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The report from Washington suggesting 

that India had given assut'ance to the Bush 

administration that it would not mass produce the 

Agni IRBM underscores the arcrane that 

govet~n international relations. The possibility 

that the US government will try and put economic 

and political pressure on India over Agni and~ its 

fa.mi ly of missiles has already become a fact as 

by the US tht-·eat to impose sanction 

against India for alleged improper trade practices 
-:l! 

i n Supet~ - 301. ·-· 

To a large extent the popular Amet~ican 

perception is of a Soviet tilted India inspite. of 

acknowledging that is absence of any 

ideolO;"dical disposition and tt-.at such linkages 

have been cultivated by the Indian ·interests 

responding to benign arms transfer programme. The 

logic cf Indian military expansion is explained as 

""'!" ·-·. Cecil Victot~, India the Secut~ity Delimma, 

CF'att'iot Publishers, New Delhi, (1990), Page 

176. 
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SLtbsc t~ i bing to India's self image of a regional 

power~ and its desire to be on pat~ with 

China. But to assume that the expansionist Indian 

aspirations are predominating national sentiment, 

amounts to willful obfuscation of India's concerns 

and responsibilities towards its socio-economic 

priorities and its democratic practices. 4 

A sense of injury accompanying the 

American accusations of West German assistance to 

the Indian A4gumented Satellite Launch Vehicle 

ovet~looks the German leadership given to the us 

space and Missile programme at the end of world 

war-II. These anomalies in the US policies towards 

India will ascribe the Indian Missile progr~amme 

4. Ravindt~apal Singh, Indian Ballistic t·1 iss i 1 es 

Development, Possibilities and 

Potentialities, Strategic Analysis, ( J anuat~y 

1991) t".lolL.tme XII No. 10. Page 1153-1154. 
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with similar motivation as Libiyan p t~o'd r-·amme. 
= ._J 

Such sentiment not only abound in 

literature on international relations published in 

the US, but have found their way even to the co··-.iet~ 

of the Times. The American information industry is 

capable of turning their perception into fact, the 

myth of militaristic India in the march 

6 
manufactured into a fact. 

has also 

Pakistan's Pet~ceptions of India's Missile Programme. 

= ~·. 

L 

l<emp, Heat~ i ng before the 

Subconmmittees on of the 

Committee on Defence Industry and Technology 

of the Committee en Armed Set~v ices, United 

States: Senate, " Ballistic missile 

in t1Jc· r-· 1 d 1 

p r~ i n t i ;-l g ;:::: f f i ·= e , 

(May 1999) page-BC. 

Ti:n.-?~ VJeekl·,: ''Super' Ir-.dia, Tr·,e ne;.;t 

...,.. 
·-'' 198g '; . 

DC, 



Pakistan due to its traditionally 

antagonistic postut~e in t~elation to India has 

voiced the American concerns voc i fet~ous 1 y. 

Beside-::; the history of 3 Indo - Pak conflict and 

tensions over l<ashmi t', in the absence of 

confidence generating political dialogue, that 

contr~ibute to fears, quiet often transgt~ess the 

;--e~EtTIS of Undoubtedly, the SECUt' i t:y' 

concerns in Pakistan would get aroused with Indian 

·b.31listic missile de'.-'elopment, ;the pr'ess has 

us:: u <=<1 l y be i n g a 1 at' m i s t mD t' e to the fa c t t h a. t thi= 

t~me India has been able to introduce an .=:dvanced 

technology in the regiDn earlier than Pakistan. 

c-~-+..C: 
~· \.. :=1. I I , 

to Pakistan Chief 

GEneral Mirja Aslam Beg, given 

of 

Pak i =:;ta.n · s 

1=· r· o >~ i rr. i t y to India and the limited dep~h cf its 

t e ,- .,, i t c r· j , 

., 
Mu~=.h . .::.<.:-1 i Li 

250 Pr' it hi·..; i 

7 

H L.: s sa i n , T 1 m t='_§. .:; f I n d i a , 

1989) 
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Whereas others feel that India is bound 

to upset the hitherto tranquil atmosphere in the 

r~eg ion and the problems of Indian 

e>:p t~op ria tes could be reason enough to intervene 

in the Gulf region. Reduction of Pakistan as a 

credible military force would be enough temptation 

for an attack on Pakistan, even by a nuclear armed 

Agn i, which in any case is beyond the of 

Pakistan's retaliation. 8 

Pakistan foreign mini stet~ Sahabzada 

Khan strongly reacted to the development, 

speaking in the Up pet~ House in Islamabad he 

enunciated that India's massive armament policy, 

acquisition of nuclear submarine and testing 

Agni missile where causes of serious cane et··n tc} 

Pakistan. This posed a threat to regional security 

c<.s well as to international peace. 

8. Daily Nev-Js, <Febt·uat~y 28, 1989) 
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Chinese Pet~c>=>ption of Indian missile Development 

The Chinese Ballistic Missile 

developments were a national corollary to building 

their nuclear weapons capability. By early 1970's 

they had several MRBM's and IRBM's while the ICBM 

project was being developed 

The Chinese concet~n on Agn i has been 

close to indiffet~ence and app t~ehens ion a Having 

noted the Indian Missile development capability, 

the Chinese perception as reflected by Beijing 

think tank on international security issues, views 

the the Indian missile development as its.· own 

national security matter that, it has no relevance 

9. Jane No 1 a;n, "Tt~app i ngs of 

Balistic Missiles in the Third Wot~ld", 

Monogr~aph submitted to the 

Institution Washington. DC 1990) 

F'age 1 !::.8. 
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to 
of f-1 

China.~~ The Chinese wonder how they could be 

concerned by the Indian missiles when they do not 

feel any app t~ehens .ion even the Amer~ i can 

Missiles. Whet~e as the Amer~ican scho 1 at~s 

t'a thet-· concer--ned at the that its 

s t.J. c c e s~ sot .... s c a.n pose to Be j ing and constantly 

their writings and testimonies are leading td the 

belief that Agni s development might lead to 

Chi 11 r.o>·.::; e t'e.;.:;c t ion to India will 

an era of unprecedented nuc 1 ec-1t~ tension 

between the two Asian giants.
11 

The only country to come out l!\ c.pen 

to the Agni test, was Soviet Un i or, .. The 

Scrv i e t to India was the 

natior.s in the develo~ing world to 

military hardware !'954. The 

Soviet support to the Indian missile programme may 

sound vis-=t-vis Got~bachev 's peace 

1;Jo t~ 1 j and d i sat"mament, SIF'RI Year" 

t [) 0 k , S t DC k h 0 l1T1 , ( 1 9 7 2 ) p ct Q ~ -- 2 • 

'' F\3·li: •. jr",~pal '3ir:glo, no. 4, F'a;'de 1156 
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initiatives and call for universal disarmament but 

if vi e~r>H?d in the con te>~ t of the continuation of 

th0 policies as embodied in the Indo Soviet treaty 

19,1 _12 
' ~ ~ of --~-1. ·~ was the most logical r~esponse. Thu~. 

the totality of this relationship could not be 

discarded in Soviet reaction to the Indian missile 

USSF~ 's per·cep t ion 

development of Ballistic Missile by India has been 

!--,-,, 
~- J f i r-· '=· t 

ft~om USSR's encouragement to India t.o 

a.ccslet-·a.t.e its t:e~hnologice,l .development. Secondly 

Soviet Union understands India's place and role in 

The So\.1iet: Union feels tha.t 

12. I~do - Sa~iet treaty 1971, The essen~e of the 

Indo Soviet friendship treaty was the 1T.U tu-~, l 

t 'rJt::-; ... /as t 

t e r-- r· i t o r-· y an.j 

and the benefits that the ;-,at i or 
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India is not merely a South Asian country, but a 

gt'eat power whose impact on international events 

is likely to increase. 13 

The Soviet support to Indian security 

has lent the Indo-Soviet relationship a uniqLte 

quality over the years. The Soviet Ambassador to 

India Victor Isakov described the Agni test as a 

gr'eat achievement technologically and maintained 

that it would not constitute to a missile race in 

t b - t 14 he su ccnt1nen , 

While praising the development of Indian 

science, Isakov scot--ned Western 

double standards of accepting Pakistan's 

that its nuclear and missile p t--og ramme 

1 3 " I • l< • G u j r-- a 1 , " F t-- i en d l y b on d s w i t h I n d i a. " {.!Jot' l d 

Focus, (October-- - f\Jo·,.;ember' 1988) 
1
Fage - 60 

14. Dt~. D. S. B:ilveer, A·;ni, India fires into the 

Missile Defence . .J =:J Lt t"rs a l 
) 

1 080) 
' - c . _) F 3.t; e 
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are for peaceful purposes and doubting the 

missile programme. 

Indian 

The successful testing of family of 

missiles produced in the Indian laboratories was a 

heartening development after decades of dependence 

on foreign sources and license p t~oduc.t ion 

art~agemen ts. The bedrock of our non-alignment is 

freedom of choice that the country has 

in fulfilling its of 

Agni created in the West 

the US, whose preception was based on 

equipment. 

especially 

fallacies of conventional wisdom, that ballistic 

missiles inevitably imply nuclear weaponary 

secondly that, US po~er was eroding vis-a-vis 

and 

the 

Th i ,.~d Wot~ld. Pakistan was highly apprehensive 

about India's missile, potentialities especially 

the Prithvi missile, China was less spectical 

though the American's highlighted that the Chinese 

muted response was of deceptive nature 

Union welcomed India's demonstration 

technolcgy and self sufficiency in 

of 

the 

Soviet 

missile 

defence 

sec -t o t~ • I n d i -:?. tested the A g n i m i s s i 1 e even i n the 

1!8 



teeth of in order~ 

.b t~ea. k out 

US pressure not to do so 

of unending lasso of US diktat. 

to 

The 

decision to 

un f avour~ab l e 

significant 

test the Agni missile 

international situation was 

of independence 

pr~o'·.'ed to the world that India has the 

and technology to deliver a nuclear punch . 

. ' ·•. 
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CONCLUSION 

The that emer~ges the 

substantiates the fact that 

India's Integrated Guided Missile programme has 

at t ~--acted considerable attention in the 

dec:ade. It r~espanses both in the 

National and the Inter~nat ional at~ena. The 

National perception towards this demonstration of 

,T,issi le technology of a favDur~ab le 

major··- i ty C;T the Indi"'--=._n [Jef-~t;CE 

politicians COITimO!I 

India's admission into the club. 

The opposition leaders and the economic p l anhel·"s 

the bur-·den of 

S e --= L•. r i t y impet·atives wet~ E. natut~·ally sceptical 

ab~ut the es~alating costs. 

\J.:::-.1·-· .f ::_ fl9 the United State: and 

t" = s p c n s '"" b (. a)]c:J 't7)COU'TO..gc.-

Sopv.,\4! ~ lJ'-'"hl"C!"'''\ :·"The,·Y )oerr.ce )of,· o.,., ~ k_~j ~~a.r~ 

-tn e i -r .S.el-b -~ +~+..r o.n oi cA ;vtJ~· () o.Hn·v.~" 
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1--o the. 
development 

[' 
of the Missile Technology by India. 

This has b t-·ough t out the contr~ast ing 

app t~oaches of the capitalist and the S.:::,cialist 

Worlds in their perceptions to the development of 

the Integ r-·a ted Guided Missile Such 

c ompar~ i sons been motivated by a set of 

t h eDt-· i t i c a l It i llustt~ates Amet~.i ca 's 

sceptical attitude towards the Indian Missile 

programme, as an attempt to thwart the development 

of a survivable and deliverable nuclear force, by 

nuc l eat~-c apab 1 e developing nations like India, 

harping on the fear of instability in the t'eg ions 

leading to an accidental launch. 

Tr.e cent t'O 1 and D i sat··mament 

agency l-. - -· 
i l ... -:-t~ increasingly looked to techniques. 

de"/2 1 c·.pecl ..L. ·--l_.u combat p ;-- o l i f e r' a t i on of nuc l ea:r·· 

model fcH-· c on t t~ o 1 1 i n s missil2 

Since the control over the e;.;po1···t 

cf technolo;~y and rr.atet~ials. pt~oduction had p t~0\(2d 

effective in slowi~g the spread of 

t e c h r; o l o g y , the same technique was emt=Jl oye ·j to 

missile proliferation. USA worked out with 
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its six economic partners an effective system 

e>:pot-·t contt~ols that came to be knovJn as 

of 

the 

Missile Technology Control Regime. I n p a r~ t i c u l a r~ , 

the u n i l a t e t~ a t i s m , the stt~ategy of den i a.l and 

obstruction, the leverage and complications that 

form the content of US non-proliferation appt~oach 

have already proved counter-productive in 

current non-proliferation Regime, 

,Jndia. 

its 

sanctions and stances, cannot succeed in curbing 

the National It has in turn become a 

blessing in 

ven tut~e. 

disguise to develop indigenous 

technology. 

The perception of USSR was in line. with 

the policy of friendship and cooperative embodied 

in the Indo-Soviet treaty of friendship of 1971. 

The Soviet Union's interest in maintaining 

ties .. J i th Delhi, made it to 1 et·~an t of the 

latter-·' s transgt~ession of the non-proliferation 

V.Jh i 1 e all indicatians point to 

direction, that China was very unhappy about 

AGNI test, yet it was very restrained in '·,toicing 

its displeasc..ti'e. Pakistan was more violent in 



denouncing this demonstration of technology 

would threaten its very interests. 

At the prescriptive level this 

cat~ri es the implication that India's 

Missile programme is a fully legitimate 

which 

Guided 

venture 

Nuclear technology occupies a very important_place 

in the modern world} therefore India's concern is 

to develop it in the most comprehensive sense as 

an integral component 6f its goal of technological 

modernization. The coercive powers of the nuc 1 eat~ 

weapon·::; st2.tes~ '•' is-a-vis non-r;uc lear~ ~r.Jeapons. 

states have been noted as also the secut~ i ty 

ccncet~ns aT ising India faces. an 

adverse situation in its neighbourhood ·su t~ r~aund ed 

by e>~ is t i ng and potential nuclear The 

for~ India is a ba 11 ist.ic Missile 

capability capable of deterring nuclear~ 

fr~m China, Pakistan and Superpower rivalry in the 

Indian Ocean. 

The aforesaid situations have led India 

to the m :1 s t e r~ i n g of 1'1issi le technology, the 
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institutionalised search more i mpot~ tan t 

innovations in the development of 

Development facilities. Since its 

Reseat~ch 

inception 

and 

the 

Defence Research and Development Organisation's 

activities have been, stupendous fOt' developing 

Indegenous weapons system and exploring new areas 

of technology. In a short span of eight yea~s the 

Defence Research and Development organisation has 

successfully tested a family of missiles namely 

TRISHUL, PRITHVI, AGNI, AKASH and NAG. 

The development and deployment of Guided 

Missiles by India has been a t'emat'kable 

technological breakthrough in the nuclear field. 

It demonstrates the fact that the nuc l e.=..t~ idiom 

has sp r·-ead from the developed to a developini;J 

nation like India. The incentives and motivations 

for- achieving self-reliance have been strong and 

compelling 

t'e l .:<. t ion sh i p 

i n t e r~ n at i or: a 1 

for India 

and assert 

a f fa i r~s •. 

to 

het~ 

This 

avoid dependent-

independence 

asser~t ion 

in 

of 

sovereignity by the demonstration of technological 

self has been rr:o r·-e d i ffLISE'd in its 
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political impact. It has generated cons i det~ab 1 e 

con t t~ove r~s y among the public, media, parties, 

economists, defence strategists and international 

about the Indian intent in developing 

Ballistic 

repeatedly 

Integt~ated 

essentially 

Development 

missiles. The Indian govet~nmen t 

insisted that the development of 

Guided Missile F' rog t~amme 

an extension of India's Research 

effot't. This commitment to use 

has 

the 

was 

and 

the 

Missile force for peaceful purposes, survelliance, 

weathet' data collection is visible from the fact 

that AGNI has not entered the services. Thus in 

keeping with the princ.iples of defensive defense, 

Indi<:\ would refrain from having an Intet'meP.iate 

Range Ballistic Missile force . The decision to do 

so will essentially be a reactive one. 
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